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Dear Readers,
On this day 15 years ago, we published the first edition of Daily
News Egypt from our office in Zamalek.
At the time, Daily News Egypt was also distributed with the International Herald Tribune (IHT), the world’s foremost global newspaper. It was meant to fill a growing need for objective coverage
on Egypt’s political, business, and financial affairs, and to become
a nation’s voice to the world.The opportunity for fair, factual, full
reporting, and analysis was clear.
Since then, the newspaper has occupied a front-row seat chronicling the transformational story of Egypt. Over the past 15 years,
the country has witnessed several changes on such a dramatic scale
and at such a rapid pace.
In this period, we have covered the births and deaths of hundreds
of companies, the creation of new industries, two revolutions, and
profound advances in science and technology.We have also been
at the forefront of covering social movements, the rise of the local
economy, and lately, the novel coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic.
Daily News Egypt has been providing a snapshot of Egyptian affairs
for 15 years to a diverse set of readers inside the country, local
and foreign businesspeople, and those who had never stepped
foot in the country.
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Almost a decade after its restructuring,Daily News Egypt succeeded in setting new standards in the Egyptian journalism market. It
presented a model that is now followed by many in the country
thanks to the credibility it built in its reporting.
This credibility springs from the separation between its editorial
line, advertising in the newspaper, and its impartiality in delivering
news and information,removed from bias in favour of any particular
trend or current.
These factors have helped make it the top English-language newspaper circulated in Egypt.As the story has grown, so have we. From
a small office in Zamalek, we have become a regional operation,
with reporters in Egypt and dozens of countries, producing stories
on multiple platforms for more than a million readers monthly, the
most in our history.
During our 15-year history, a lot has changed, but there are some
key constants, namely quality journalism, scoops, and sparing no
efforts in training young aspiring journalists.
Daily News Egypt has been the gold standard in business and financial journalism for 15 years, and we strive to continue for the
next 15.
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The Post-pandemic world:
What’s next for the Middle
East and North Africa
By Jihad Azour,
Jihad Azour is the Director of the Middle East and Central Asia
Department at the International Monetary Fund.

One year on from the onset of the novel coronavirus
(COVID-19) pandemic, countries around the world are
still navigating both the public health challenges and the
economic impact of the pandemic.
While the health crisis is not yet in retreat globally, the
unprecedented rapid development of vaccines and their
ongoing rollout provide some optimism that we may be
able to embark on a return to some form of “normalcy”.
However, the road to recovery in the Middle East and
North Africa (MENA) region remains uncertain, with large
divergence between and within countries. Many of them
are still grappling with the second wave of rising infection
rates, and have only limited access to vaccines.
The recovery will hinge on containment measures, access
to and distribution of vaccines, and the scope of policies
to support growth and mitigate economic scarring.
While the long-run effects of the health crisis are exceptionally uncertain, there will likely be fundamental changes
in work practices and consumer behaviours. There is also
likely to be resource reallocation from sectors that have
been permanently affected to those emerging stronger
from the crisis.
Global trade and countries’ relative position in international supply chains will also likely be altered. For the
MENA region, this uncertainty about the “new normal”
is compounded by oil price volatility and the accelerating
global efforts in combatting climate challenges.
This would affect oil-producing countries directly and other economies in the region indirectly through investment
and financial linkages, including through remittances.
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The pandemic has highlighted further the limitations of
the current growth model, and revealed the vulnerabilities deriving from insufficient economic diversification,
sluggish private sectors, and inefficient social protection
systems in many MENA countries.
Moreover, the region’s large exposure in the hard-hit services sector and limited ability to work from home, in
addition to a large informal sector, add to the difficulty of
adjusting to the post-COVID-19 world.
This uncertainty invites us to rethink the way the recovery
should be engineered. While governments have attempted
to bolster social safety nets and support businesses as in
Egypt, these efforts may not be enough to build for the
future in unprecedented times.
To accelerate the recovery and avoid a lost decade, work
should start now to promote a new economic model that
creates more jobs and improve living standards.The model
should also look to support a further equitable distribution of the growth dividend, address the aspirations of
youth, and assimilate additional women into the labour
force.
While the specific design and sequencing of reforms to
achieve these goals differ across countries in the region,
all MENA economies would need to consider four guiding
principles:
First, rethinking the role of the State.The COVID-19 crisis
has necessitated large state interventions to mitigate the
social and economic impact of the pandemic. Once the
crisis is behind us, there needs to be a determined effort
to reduce the state footprint in the economy to allow
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“

COVID-19 crisis has necessitated large
state interventions to mitigate social and
economic impact of pandemic. Once crisis
is behind us, state footprint in economy
must decline to allow private sector to grow

the private sector to grow and provide jobs at the scale
needed to meet the aspirations of the young and growing
population.
This is especially the case in those MENA countries where
public intervention has often been associated with market
distortions, an unequal playing field with limited competition, and a burdensome business environment. Removing
these distortions and enhancing public governance are
essential steps to promote growth and foster good quality
jobs.
Second, enhancing social spending, particularly in health
care, education, and social safety nets. In many MENA
countries, reforms are needed to enhance coverage, efficiency, and targeting. Fostering a dynamic and competitive
economy requires high-quality social services, to support
human development.
Moreover, an ambitious and necessary set of reforms, including to build a greener economy, cannot succeed without an effective and targeted social protection system that
shield the most vulnerable from the disruptive effects of
much needed reforms.
Third, investing in human capital and bringing more women into formal employment. A young population that can
quickly adapt to technological advances is the region’s
biggest asset.
This unique human potential should be fully utilized to
achieve a successful transition to a private sector-led
growth model. It is equally important to ensure that
women participate more effectively in building a modern
economy with higher living standards for all.

Concurrently, ambitious investment is needed to upgrade
the quality of education and ensure that all potential aspirants into the labour market are adequately equipped
to seize the opportunities that a new economic model
can offer.
Fourth, investing in a greener economy. With a global consensus emerging on the need to collectively address the
challenges posed by climate change, there is a heightened
need to proactively apply ecological policies to reap the
benefits and complete the transition to a green economy.
Such transition is an opportunity to create high quality
jobs in emerging sectors, and to build resilience against
the adverse impact of climate-related events, which disproportionately affect those already at risk.
The COVID-19 crisis has added to the challenges facing
MENA economies as they seek to transition to a new development model that leads to higher and more resilient
growth. However, it also provides a rare opportunity to
accelerate the transformation toward a more sustainable,
inclusive, and green path for the future.
Implementing such ambitious reforms will require strong
support from all segments of society and careful design,
especially considering the remaining uncertainty on the
ultimate effects of the health crisis.
Delays in starting these reforms will only make the required transformations more difficult to achieve and increase the risks that the aspirations of the population
will not be met. Now is the time to prime the process of
recovery with agility and preparedness toward a future
that will lift living standards for all and leave no one behind.
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Egypt in 2030
and beyond
By Dr Mahmoud Mohieldin,
Executive Director of the International Monetary Fund
The recent developments since the outbreak of the novel coronavirus
(COVID-19) pandemic in 2020 are strong reminder of the phrase attributed
to the Greek philosopher Heraclitus that “change is the only constant in life”.
What has been more noticeable is the speed of such change,the variation in its severity,
and its unpredictability in the light of the conditions of uncertainty.
On the economic front,we observe the challenges confronting the rules and practices
governing trade exchange, labour movement and capital flows, with serious implications on the relative economic importance of countries, companies and institutions.
Some may try to deal with these accelerating changes by falling in the mistakes of
fighting the last war by applying the rule book used in dealing with previous crises.They
may also invoke the tools to confront them, like those entering a new war with old
maps and previous plans and conventional weapons that may have achieved success in
the past, but are no longer of any use in the light of the latest developments.
There is nothing wrong with drawing on historical experiences, and benefiting from
lessons learnt.The problems, however, lie in neglecting the first lesson from history,
which is that it does not repeat itself but it may rhyme as per Mark Twain.
We live in a global economy completely different from what it was like last century
when the Great Depression began.If at that time it was permissible to divide the world
between economically advanced countries, including colonial countries, and others
that are lagging behind them economically, including colonies that have suffered from
exploitation and depletion of their wealth during the eras of colonial plunder, then
today’s world is multipolar and some of these poles were colonised before.
Moreover, it is not realistic today to continue classifying countries based on the postWorld War II definitions. Can we still attribute a group of countries as belonging to a
so-called first world, and a second group as belonging to the second world, and a final
group to be included under the name of the third world?
In fact, the term “Second World” effectively ended with the fall of the Berlin Wall in
1989, and the beginning of the political, economic and social transformation of the
countries of the eastern camp.
Likewise, it is not possible to bring together countries with emerging economies that
constitute larger shares in the global economy, and have become at the forefront, in
terms of output, trade and investment, with countries that still suffer from low per
capita income and severe poverty and put them all under the name of theThirdWorld.
It is more appropriate for countries to be recognised according to the progress they
make in sustainable development.This should also take into account their ability to
develop and respond to the requirements of the new industrial revolution which is pri-
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marily based on advances in information technology and digitalisation.
Such advances towards achieving the sustainable development goals
or the 2030 development agenda will also depend on the extent to
which countries can deal with major disruptions.These disruptions
particularly relate to climate change, demography, fragility, inequality,
and natural and epidemic shocks, such as the one we are witnessing
now.
By 2035, when Daily News Egypt is due to celebrate its 30th anniversary, the ranking of the top five economies will be very different from
its first year of publication 15 years ago.The global centre of economic
gravity will be moving further towards the eastern hemisphere.
In the post-2030 world, classification as an advanced economy will
depend more on mastering information technology and digitalisation
as opposed to the traditional criteria used to identify the top seven
industrialised countries.
Advances in information technology and digitalisation will be the main
determinant of the industrial,agricultural,and service sectors.References
to the top 10 or seven major“technological countries”,as they dominate
the global economic scene, will be more relevant. However, benefiting
from the digital dividend, or suffering from digital divide is a matter of
public choice.
Such public choice should be reflected in prioritising both public and
private investments namely: investment in human capital; investment in
infrastructure,including the digital infrastructure;and investment in resilience, for example in the domains of climate adaptation and mitigation.
One realises that many reform attempts during the last five decades or
so in Egypt were incomplete and suffered from major interruptions. In
many cases reforms were limited to achieving some monetary,financial,
and fiscal targets without necessarily reaching the targets of inclusive
growth and sustainable development that can maintain the ultimate
goal of progress.
In the game of nations, continued and protracted growth with shared
prosperity and accumulation of investment and knowledge are key for
sustaining progress.The Egypt Vision 2030, which is compatible with
the UN 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development, can provide an
adequate framework for policy coordination and institutional reforms
required for such progress.
I would emphasise, however, three transformational approaches that
are currently adopted in Egypt to achieve the development goals within
the current decade ending 2030.These are,namely,target-based export
promotion, digitalisation, and localisation.
Extreme poverty,which reached 4.5% in 2020 can be eliminated within
three years.This target is indeed more ambitious than the plans of the
sustainable development goals (SDGs), but it is doable if the new rural
development programme, starting with 1,500 villages, continues with
its promised impact.
Among the policy priorities, there are those with impact that appears
in the short term, and others in the medium and long terms, howev-

er, their enforcement should be immediate and instant without any
delay, to ensure recovery from the effects of the pandemic and the
accompanying crises.This requires careful coordination between fiscal
and monetary policies and the provision of the necessary financing
to enforce these priorities, with greater reliance on mobilizing local
resources, and managing the public debt file efficiently. In this regard,
the importance of facilitating export and investment procedures and
accelerating them without delay is evident.Without them, the need to
borrow abroad will increase, along with the risks and costs involved,
that should be cautiously regarded.
There should be an injection of public investments in strengthening and
developing the infrastructure, including digital transformation projects
and its infrastructure.These should be considered as national projects
in support of society,developing its economic and competitive capabilities, and stimulating the private sector to participate in them.
Today, economies that are deficient in the fields of high-speed internet,
digital platforms and artificial intelligence (AI), are unable to be internationally competitive in production, exports and investment.
There should be an acceleration of measures to localise development
and diversify the structure of economic activity.This should include the
activation of the mechanisms of competition,modernisation and innovation, and the launch of growth enablers by overcoming the dilemmas of
the useless trade-off between centralisation and decentralisation.
Information technology developments have caused breakthroughs
in overcoming this dilemma.They have capitalised on the advantages
of the centre and the peripherals through approved applications, and
specific standards that are easy to follow.
Countries have adopted methods that endeavour to boost the rates of
economic growth, even if that was at the expense of increasing pollution, environmental waste, and increasing harmful emissions, then they
attempt afterwards to remedy their effects on health, environment
and climate in the manner of “grow today and clean-up tomorrow”.
This has proven its failure with regard to privatizing the benefits and
nationalising losses, including the exacerbation of imbalances in wealth
distribution and incomes,and causing harm to society and the economy.
It is also necessary to be prepared in this regard for the increasing global
trend towards mandatory disclosure of activities that could be harmful
to the environment and the climate, and their sources of funding.
Achieving the ambitious SDGs by 2030 is still feasible in Egypt,however
a more ambitious development approach through joining the Organization of Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) could
be pursued.
This entails more efforts with higher rewards, through anchoring the
reforms to long lasting policy discipline, following best practices and
institutional effectiveness.The journey towards joining the OECD and
fulfilling its demanding requirements and prerequisites by 2035, when
Daily News Egypt turns 30,or earlier,could be more important than the
destination itself.
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Multilateralism, cooperation key
to tackling global challenges
By Christian Berger,
Ambassador of the European Union to Egypt
We are living through a health crisis on a historic scale
with the speed and scope of its global reach quite unprecedented.
While the novel coronavirus pandemic is showing us the
vulnerabilities of our societies and economies, it also
clearly demonstrates the importance of adopting a global
approach, multi-level cooperation, and standing together.
This is not the only common challenge we are facing. Climate change, some call it a climate crisis, is also increasingly affecting our daily lives. We sometimes hear it may
be unrealistic to call for stronger global action to fight
climate change in the midst of the pandemic.
In fact, the case is now more pertinent than ever. Living in
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Egypt, I am fully aware of the importance of water. And we
are facing droughts and swarms of locusts in many parts
of Africa, floods in Pakistan, infrastructure collapsing in
Siberia as permafrost melts, fires in Australia, hurricanes
in the US, and typhoons in Asia. All these only confirm the
necessity for working together.
Even before the pandemic, the European Union (EU)
committed to leading a green transition. Back in December 2019, we launched the European Green Deal, a new
growth model and roadmap to achieve carbon neutrality
in the EU by 2050.
Now, two years later, we are aligning our policies in areas
ranging from energy to industry, farming, food, or biodiversity with our sustainability goals.
Another challenge we face is as to how our societies
and economies can successfully reshape globalisation and
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rebuild a multilateral system that can handle major challenges. The EU is a defender of an effective and rules-based
multilateralism.
We will continue to uphold international norms and
agreements that help improve lives today and protect
generations tomorrow. In that respect, I would like to
stress our commitment to the 2030 Agenda and its 17
Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) to end poverty,
protect the planet and ensure that all people enjoy peace
and prosperity.
Along with the UN and our partners, we pursue an innovative agenda in areas in need of strengthened multilateral
governance. On its 10th anniversary, the European External Action Service (EEAS), the EU’s diplomatic service
tasked with foreign and security affairs, plays a key role
and sees this a key task.
Egypt is for us a strategic partner in the region, with
a long historical friendship between our peoples. Our
partnership is more than ever relevant today. I have been
in Egypt only since September, time enough to see the
remarkable range of areas of our cooperation with a
strong socio-economic impact and benefits, from water,
to environment, to gender to education to name but a
few areas. I would like to see this already strong cooperation further reinforced.
The difficult times we are currently experiencing globally
present an opportunity to reflect on our partnership.
We face a number of challenges exacerbated by the novel
coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic.The EU and Egypt will
continue to cooperate in advancing socio-economic goals
set out in Egypt’s “Sustainable development strategy - Vision 2030”, with a view to building a stable and prosperous
Egypt enjoying sustainable socio-economic development.
It should include, as a matter of priority, joining forces
to fight the COVID-19 pandemic, as well as continue and
strengthen cooperation on economic modernisation and
entrepreneurship.This also includes trade and investment,
social development and social justice, energy security, the
environment and climate action.
Since March 2020, the “Team Europe” (the EU Member
States together with the European Union Institutions and

Banks) has contributed to Egypt’s COVID-19 response
by providing a framework of €250m to help mitigate the
impact of the outbreak and the resulting humanitarian,
socio-economic and sanitary needs.
This is being done through budget support (a package of
€89m was agreed with Minister for International Cooperation Rania Al-Mashat in December last year). Yet another good example of what the multilateral approach
means is a project in support of vulnerable groups with
the aim protect them from the risk of further infections
(signed in January with Minister of Social Solidarity, Nevine
El-Kabbaj).
It is the result of close consultations with the Government
of Egypt and UNDP on the best way forward to fight this
pandemic jointly. In one word: solidarity and close cooperation, especially during challenging times.
The year 2021 will also be marked by a complete overhaul of the way the EU cooperates with its partners,
with a new comprehensive financial tool to be officially
adopted in March 2021. This will help us be more cohesive internally and more flexible and responsive to new
emerging priorities and challenges we and our partners
need to confront.
As an illustration of the importance the EU attached to
the entire Euro-Mediterranean neighbourhood – in which
Egypt has pride of place – the EU is also reflecting on how
to renew the partnership with its Southern Neighbourhood in an ambitious way and taking into account the new
challenges we face on either side of the Mediterranean.
I have focused on the immediate fallout of the COVID19 pandemic, but it is also important to underline that
our cooperation is much broader with shared interest
of the EU and Egypt in working on security and stability
in the immediate neighbourhood and the wider region,
on upholding commitments to universal values, the rule
of law and the respect for human rights as part of our
comprehensive partnership.
Global challenges require global solutions.We should continue striving to overcome the unprecedented but shared
challenges. Together we will thrive, for us and for the future generations.
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In the face of challenges,
we need to work together

By Sir Geoffrey Adams,
British Ambassador to Egypt

As the novel coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic stretches into its second year, governments around the world
are feeling the pressure, on both the humanitarian and the
economic fronts.
New Covid-19 variants have been discovered, and although
vaccine roll-out is beginning across the world, the future
remains unclear. Another year of effort beckons: we cannot
afford to stand still, or slow down. If we are to combat the
virus and fight for a better future, we must unite, and join
hands in mitigating the pandemic’s damage.
The UK is leading the charge. My government wants both
to build back better in our own society, and also to support other countries in their own fight. We can only do
this by working together.Whether this is through bilateral
engagement, or through multilateral collective effort, the
ultimate solution to this problem is, and has to be, a joint
one.
The UK has so far pledged £1.3bn of aid to end the
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COVID-19pandemic as quickly as possible. As part of this,
£548m has been allocated to the COVAX Advance Market
Commitment, which will contribute to a total supply of 1
billion COVID-19 vaccine doses for 92 developing countries in 2021.
We are also one of the largest donors to Gavi, the Vaccine
Alliance, and are pledging £1.65bn over the next five years,
the equivalent of £330m per year, to ensure fair and equitable distribution of the vaccine among all countries.
Here in Egypt, the UK has committed £1m through the
World Health Organization (WHO) to support the Egyptian government’s response to COVID-19.This funding will
help strengthen the government’s rapid response, surveillance, and infection control capacities.
However, funding is not enough. These critical times have
taught us, if we needed teaching, the incomparable value of
research and development, and have tested our ability to
take scientific research further, faster.
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So we see the University of Oxford bringing together top
scientific researchers from across the world to produce
a vaccine, alongside their manufacturing partner AstraZeneca, a British/Swedish multinational pharmaceutical
company.
This achievement builds on previous expertise, and years of
research on other vaccines.But it remains an extraordinary
achievement that in a single year, a safe and effective vaccine
has been developedand brought to market. Distribution has
now begun, not only to our own citizens, but through Gavi,
to people across the world.
We are also thinking ahead. To ensure that the international community is better prepared in the future, the UK
is offering its genomics expertise to identify new variants
of the virus where countries lack the resources to do so.
This year also sees the UK host the Group of 7 (G7) Summit,
and ensuring that we work together to defeat COVID-19 is
one of the pillars of our G7 Presidency. Our Prime Minister,
Boris Johnson, will use the first in-person G7 summit in
almost two years to ask leaders to seize the opportunity to
build back better, uniting to make the future fairer, greener
and more prosperous.
But, vitally important as it is, beating COVID-19 does not
represent the limit of our ambition. If we are to truly build
back better, we must focus on improving the daily lives
of the world’s citizens: increasing prosperity through improved public services, healthcare, and education. This last
point is crucial.
While some students during the pandemic have been able
to learn remotely, via laptops, tablets, and other technological devices, many students have done without. A total of
1.6 billion students were reported out of education at the
peak of school closures.
Missing out on education does long term damage to individuals, communities and nations. Studies show that time lost
on education could result in around £12,000 of wages lost
for each student over the course of their lifetime, which
amounts to one-tenth of global GDP.
There is also now a real risk of a generation of girls nev-

er returning to school. Millions of future female doctors,
teachers, entrepreneurs, scientists, and engineers are not
realising their full potential and breaking the cycle of poverty. This is a tragic waste, and an injustice that must end.
That is why girls’ education will be another central theme
ofthe UK’s G7 Presidency. We will be increasing our financial and political commitments to girls’ education, channelling investment and action to where it is needed most,
and championing every girl’s right to 12 years of quality
education.
The UK is committed to supporting 40 million more girls
to attend school in low and middle income countries by
2025. This year, the UK, Kenya, and the Global Partnership
for Education (GPE) will co-host a Global Education Summit to tackle these issues head-on, and urge world leaders
to invest in the future, by investing in children’s futures.
Perhaps the most important area to educate current and future generations on is climate change. If we want to survive,
and thrive, in a post-COVID-19 world, we need to face it.
This is also a priority for the UK, as we look forward to
hosting COP26, in partnership with Italy, in Glasgow in
November of this year.This will be a pivotal moment for
the world to come together and agree on ambitious steps
to prevent the catastrophic warming of our planet.
The UK and Egypt are leading the way on this agenda.We are
both founder members of the Adaptation Action Coalition,
committing countries to act now on adaptation, integrate
climate risk into all decision making, and increase the availability of adaptation financing.
Working together, we have encouraged over 120 countries
to sign up, along with 86 organisations, including a number
of UN agencies.The UK is doubling its International Climate
Finance contribution to £11.6bn over the next five years,
and Egypt is inspiring the region, with the recent listing of its
first sovereign green bonds, worth $750m, on the London
Stock Exchange.
As we look ahead, perseverance must be our watchword.
No man, or woman, is an island, and no country can stand
on its own. If we are to flourish, we must do it together.
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Farewell to the past and
welcome the future
ByLiao Liqiang,
China’s Ambassador to Egypt
The year 2020 has just passed, and was a year of watershed
significance in the course of human history.
In the history of friendly exchanges between the two
ancient civilisations of China and Egypt, it is also a special
year for new achievements and new glories.
This year, comprehensive strategic partnership between
the two countries reached a new level. In March, China’s
President Xi Jinping and Egypt’s President Abdel Fattah
Al-Sisi reached a strategic consensus on promoting the
establishment of a China-Egypt community.
This would come with a shared future and building China-Egypt relations into a pioneering model for building
a China-Egypt community with a shared future. This will
contribute to the long-term development of relations between the two countries.
This year, China and Egypt joined hands to fight the pandemic together. After the outbreak in China, President
Al-Sisi immediately sent a message of condolences to
President Xi Jinping and sent supplies to combat the virus.
Egypt’s Minister of Health and Population of Egypt, Hala
Zayed, visited China with the second batch of medical
supplies as the special envoy of President Al-Sisi. The Chinese side has made good contributions and provided four
batches of government aid materials to Egypt, to actively
build a China-Egypt health community.
This year, China-Egypt cooperation rose against the trend,
and cooperation in various fields achieved gratifying
achievements.
The “Belt and Road” initiative deeply connects with Egypt’s
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“2030 Vision”. Chinese enterprises coordinated the fight
against the pandemic and production, and made every
effort to promote cooperation on various major projects.
The two countries have carried out in-depth cooperation
in the field of archaeology. China and Egypt signed an
agreement to incorporate Chinese language teaching into
the Egyptian primary and secondary education system, and
two Egyptian Luban workshops were officially completed.
This year, the friendship between the Chinese and Egyptian peoples has grown deeper. The pandemic has not
interrupted the brotherhood between the two peoples,
and many activities have been moved from offline to
online.
Cloud classrooms, cloud exhibitions, cloud cuisines, cloud
performances, cloud lectures, the “five clouds” are blooming, and the two civilisations of China and Egypt blend and
learn from each other, and the friendship between China
and Egypt has become more popular.
This year, the two countries firmly supported each other
in international affairs. Both countries firmly safeguard
national sovereignty, territorial integrity and national security. Both adhere to the principle of non-interference
in internal affairs and firmly follow the development path
that suits their own national conditions.
Both also firmly maintain the international system with the
United Nations (UN), as the core and the international
order based on international law. China and Egypt firmly support and advocate exchanges and mutual learning
among different civilisations, and harmonious coexistence.
Both also firmly defend multilateralism, jointly safeguard
the interests of developing countries, and safeguard global
fairness and justice.
The year 2020 is also a year in which relations between
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China and Arab countries continue to develop. China-Arab relations have responded to various uncertainties with
distinct stability and have become a model for relations
between countries and a model for South-South cooperation.
President Xi Jinping spoke and exchanged letters with
many Arab heads of state, providing strategic guidance for
the development of China-Arab relations. In the face of
the pandemic, China and Arab countries have created examples of cooperation in materials mutual assistance, experience sharing, and vaccine research and development.
China and the Middle East firmly support each other in
safeguarding each other’s core interests and major concerns, and mutually beneficial and win-win cooperation is
progressing steadily.
At the ninth Ministerial Meeting of the China-Arab Cooperation Forum, the two sides agreed to convene a China-Arab summit and jointly announced that they would
work together to build a China-Arab community of shared
future for the new era.
The year 2021 marks the 100th anniversary of the founding of the Communist Party of China, and the first year of
the “14th Five-Year Plan”.
China and Egypt will jointly celebrate the 65th anniversary
of the establishment of diplomatic relations. China and
Egypt are good brothers in fighting the pandemic, good
partners in resuming work and production, and fellow
travellers in national rejuvenation.
China is willing to work with Egypt to implement the
important consensus reached by the leaders of the two
countries, to promote the construction of a China-Egypt
community of shared futures.
This will also work towards constructing a joint Chi-

na-Egypt health community, and interpret the profound
connotation of the China-Egypt community of a shared
future with fruitful cooperation results.
China is also willing to work with Arab countries to
strengthen high-level exchanges, steadily promote the
resumption of work and production, and jointly build the
“Belt and Road” cooperation.
This will also see the implementation of more projects
that benefit people’s livelihoods, and build the foundation
of China-Arab friendship, whilst striving to build a China-Arab community of shared future.The community with
a shared future for mankind has made new and greater
contributions and jointly opened a new chapter of winwin cooperation.
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A post-COVID-19 world assuring Human
Security means leaving no one behind
I lost my father in January. He was very ill. I flew back to Japan, but he passed
away during my mandatory self-confinement. He did not die of the novel
coronavirus (COVID-19), but I was together with those millions of people
in the COVID-19 stricken world who could not share the last moment of
beloved ones.

By Noke Masaki,
Ambassador of Japan to Egypt

However sad, I was fortunate to be
comforted by many kind words from
friends. I am also sincerely thankful to
all the healthcare workers who are
fighting at the frontline against this virus. The solidarity is more than ever
needed now, in the society as well as
in the international community.
What will the Post-COVID-19 world
be? It will be very different, depending
on whether or not we manage to give
the right response.
Historically, far more people have
been killed by diseases than wars. Such
was the case with the 1918 influenza
pandemic during and following World
War I.
Today, the spread of the coronavirus
is posingposes a threat to the lives,
way of life, and dignity of every woman and man across the globe. This is
a matter of security, but to address
it, we should pay greater attention to
each human being, focusing on individuals’ safety, well-being, and dignity, and
should “leave no one behind.”.
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This is precisely the “human security” approach that is
getting larger international support in the COVID-19 context, with Japan one of its most vocal advocators.
We should work together to create a human-centered
inclusive society through international partnership.
One concrete goal, guided by the principle of human
security, should be to achieve universal health coverage
(UHC).
UHC allows all people to enjoy adequate health and medical services at affordable costs. Japan’s economic development and healthy longevity owes a lot to its universal
health insurance system, introduced after the chaos and
poverty following WWIIWorld War II.
Japan has been sharing such experience and knowledge
with countries in Asia, the Middle East, and Africa. Egypt is
a leading country in the region in this area, implementing
since 2018 the Universal Health Insurance (UHI) Law. I
am pleased that Japan could share its expertise with Egypt
and work together in international fora to generalize generalise UHC.
Japan is striving to play its part to overcome this global
crisis. It is acting on three levels in the partnership with
developing countries:
- safeguarding the lives from the novel coronavirus disease;
- strengthening the health and medical system to prepare
for future health crisis; and
- mitigate mitigating the economic and social impacts.
In the relations with Egypt, it should first be emphasized
emphasised that our two countries have long relations in
the health and medical sector.
One symbolic example is the Cairo University Paediatric
Hospital, called the Japanese Hospital. Under the current
pandemic, Japan has doubled its efforts to enhance resilience of the Egyptian health and medical system.
It decided last October to provide ¥1bn billion yen (approx.bout $9.4million US dollars) worth of medical equipment, such as CT scanners to Egyptian hospitals. It also
delivered ultra-sound diagnostic imaging equipment to Ain
Shams University last November. Suez Canal University
and Faiyum Fayoum University will be the next beneficiaries of such equipment.

Japan has also been working through international organizations. We decided to contribute more than $6m million US dollars for the benefit of the Egyptian health and
medical system and to support vulnerable populations,
including women and children.
Let me mention that Japan was the second largest contributor to the World Health Organization (WHO) in 2019. It
decided to extend $more than 200m130 million US dollars
to COVAX, a framework to distribute vaccines around the
world, to secure a stable procurement of vaccines around
the world including Egypt.
On a broader economic and social level, we agreed to
extend to Egypt a large-scale loan of ¥25bn billion yen
(approx.about $240m million US dollars) on 15 February
15. This is to support the country’s electricity sector reform but also expected to facilitate the financial situation
to cope with the impact of the pandemic.
Japan will continue to work with Egypt and the world,
under the guiding principle of leaving behind no one and
no one’s health.
Egypt gave recently a hope to the world. The World Men’s
Handball Championships showed a successful example of
running an international competition under the pandemic.
Japan is also continuing its efforts to host this summer
the Olympic and Paralympic Games Tokyo 2020 in a safe
and secure manner.
Our Prime Minister, Mr. SUGA Yoshihide, mentioned iIn
his statement last September at the 75th session of the
United Nations (UN) General Assembly, our Prime Minister Yoshihide Suga said, :“Looking forward, we need to
“build back better” from the COVID-19 pandemic, and
create a flexible yet resilient society where the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) have been achieved and
a virtuous cycle of environment and growth is generated.”
”We should turn the current hardship into a driving force
to transform a world into a better place.
I love Ancient Egypt because it gives me lots of wisdom and
courage. “Who you are is limited only by who you think
you are,” so says the Book of the Dead. Let us believe in
ourselves.
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Korea-Egypt partnership
to continue for another 15 years
First of all, I would like to congratulate Daily News Egypt on its 15th birthday.
As one of Egypt’s leading newspapers which I read every morning, Daily
News Egypt provides useful information for not only Koreans in Egypt, but
also Koreans living in Korea and who have interests in Egypt. I look forward
to Daily News Egypt’s continued success in the next 15 years.
By Hong Jin-wook,
South Korea’s Ambassador to Egypt
Last year, we celebrated the 25th anniversary of the establishment of diplomatic ties between Korea and Egypt. The friendship of the two countries has now come of age, ten years older
than Daily News Egypt.
Moreover, we were delighted to receive a congratulatory message from President Abdel Fattah Al-Sisi, expressing his wish for
further development of the bilateral relations on our National
Day last year.
Over the last 15 years, there have been tremendous advances
in our partnership in all areas. At the beginning, trade and investment between the two nations started at an insignificant
level. Now Egypt is our largest export market in Africa, and the
two-way trade volume has increased to around $2bn.
With Egypt now Korea’s main investment destination in Africa,
Korea’s investment in Egypt has now reached $800m, creating
more than 5,000 job opportunities.
Currently, there are around 170 Korean business entities in
Egypt, many of which are major companies spanning a wide
spectrum of sectors, including electronics, transportation, energy, textile, construction, and services.
Among the leading examples are Samsung Electronics in Beni
Suef, and LG Electronics in 10th of Ramadan.The ‘Made in Egypt’
products of these companies account for close to 90% of Egypt’s
export in electronics.
Since last year, the entire international community has been
facing a global health crisis, and Korea and Egypt have been no
exception. Social distancing has become the new normal. Yet
with the benefit of the excellent leadership of President Moon
Jae-in and President Al-Sisi, our two nations are working togeth-
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er in overcoming COVID-19.Egypt has shown great resilience
and was one of the few countries that succeeded in achieving
positive economic growth last year.
Korea also has taken a number of measures to overcome this
challenge and to return economic activities at the domestic
level to normal.The Korean Government’s response has included a promise to build back better, with the ‘Korean New Deal’
launched by the Korean president in September 2020.
The new deal has three main pillars including the integration of
digitalisation throughout the economy, the transition to green
infrastructure, and stronger support for employment and social
safety nets.
President Moon Jae-in’s visit to Cairo scheduled for last March,
to celebrate the 25th anniversary and shape two countries’
vision for the future, had to be postponed due to the pandemic.
However, COVID-19 has served to bring into greater focus on
the importance of the bilateral cooperation.
There is a deeper resolve on both sides to maintain and nurture
the collaboration. We share determination not to allow our
precious plans and projects to be disrupted.
This was emphasised by the two presidents during the two
rounds of their phone conversations last year in March and in
October. I believe the Comprehensive Cooperative Partnership between our two countries, adopted on the occasion of
President Al-Sisi’s historic visit to Korea in March 2016, will be
upgraded to new heights through my president’s visit to Egypt
in the near future, once the pandemic comes to an end.
For the 15 years to come, I am sure, there will be a promising
collaboration between our two countries firstly in the economic realm. Considering Egypt’s large market and its expanded network through FTAs with various regions and countries, there is
a promising opportunity for Korea and Egypt to work together
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to connect Asia, Africa and Europe by trade and investment
utilising Egypt as a strategic hub.
In this connection, we have an aspiration to further build on the
current success stories of Korean companies in Egypt. We are
encouraging more Korean investment in Egypt and facilitating
trade is one of the prerequisites to realise this.
Towards that end, we have been in discussions with our friends
at the Egyptian Ministry of Trade and Industry to conduct a
joint study on the feasibility of a possible trade and economic
partnership agreement between our two countries.
The main objective of this agreement is to eliminate existing
trade barriers while promoting industrial and investment cooperation.With this agreement, Korean companies will be able
to explore the full potential of Egyptian market, while Egyptian
businesses will have better access to technologies and production capacities of their Korean partners.
In particular, the Korea-Egypt Technological University in
Beni Suef is a symbol of excellent cooperation on higher
education and technical training between two countries.
With its establishment in Beni Suef, Korea is supporting
Egypt’s endeavours to supply a skilled industrial labour
force.
Through this university, we link technical education with practical field training and job opportunities.There is great promise
for a bright future ahead, with the graduates from this university

working for Korean companies in Egypt such as Samsung, LG
and many others.
Other projects are also being considered, to replicate the success of this university in other governorates, such as establishing
a branch for Korea Advanced Institute for Science and Technology (KAIST) in the new Administrative Capital. We hope such
projects can come to fruition in the near future.
Last but not least, people-to-people and cultural exchange
will be decisive in the future of the ties between Korea and
Egypt. There is a real affinity between our two countries
which transcends the geographical distance and distinct cultural legacies.
Young Egyptian people love K-Pop, K-Dramas and K-Food.The
high tide of the K- wave is contributing to a growing interest
in the Korean language education in Egypt. Meanwhile, more
and more Koreans become fascinated by the depth of Egyptian culture and the beauty of Egyptian nature. The number of
Korean tourists visiting Egypt increased to 20,000 just prior to
the pandemic.
This bonding between our peoples have continued to be deepened for the last 15 years.With this solid trust and friendship as
a strong basis, I have every confidence that we will take greater
strides forward throughout the next 15 years.

Tahya Masr and Korea!
www.dailynewsegypt.com
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India’s vaccine ecosystem and its role as
net provider of Global Health Security
By Rahul Kulshreshth,
Indian Ambassador to Cairo

On 16 January, Indian Prime Minister Narendra Modi
launched the world’s largest adult immunisation drive
across India.
Launching the country’s vaccine drive in the fight against the novel
coronavirus (COVID-19), PM Modi said, “A vaccination drive at
such a massive scale was never conducted before in history.”
The Prime Minister’s words show the sheer scale of this
massive inoculation drive, being the largest in India’s history,
with over 200,000 people vaccinated across the country in
3,350 sessions on the first day itself.
India launched two indigenous vaccines against COVID-19,
marking its entry into the exclusive V5 club, the five anti-coronavirus vaccine-producing countries that also include the US, the UK, Russia, and China.
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Atmanirbhar Bharat - Indigenous development
of COVID-19 Vaccine
During the pandemic, Indian Government institutions
and regulatory authorities worked with the private sector to strengthen the ecosystem to support candidate
vaccine development and create enabling regulatory
framework.
Apart from this, the Government of India launched Mission COVID Suraksha (COVID Security), which deployed
$123m to accelerate the development of candidate vaccines. This also worked to ensure that these are brought
closer to licensure and introduced in the market through
the Biotechnology Industry Research Assistance Council
(BIRAC), an industry-academic interface.
The government’s initiatives bore fruit as 30 groups across
academia and industry are actively involved in the development, collaboration, co-development, and trials for
COVID-19 vaccines in India.
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Six vaccine candidates, including three indigenously developed ones, are in clinical stages of development. Three
vaccine candidates are in the advanced pre-clinical development stage, while several others are in pre-early development stages.
Two vaccines received Emergency Use Authorization on 2
January 2021, and one of them (AstraZeneca-Oxford-Serum Institute) is being currently dispensed in the world’s
largest inoculation drive in India.

Vaccine R&D and Manufacturing Ecosystem
The COVID-19 pandemic has highlighted India’s position
as a reliable stakeholder in global healthcare supply chains
with significant, Research and Development (R&D), innovation, and manufacturing strengths. Less than a year since
the first reported case of the coronavirus was confirmed in
India, the milestone of a vaccine’s successful development
was reached. This remarkable achievement showcased India’s robust vaccine Research and Development ecosystem.
Pharmacy of the World
India, widely recognised as the world’s pharmacy, is one of
the largest vaccine producers, with 60% of global vaccine
production coming from India. Indian producers supply 1.5
billion doses annually to more than 150 countries.
India is the largest supplier of the DPT, BCG, and Measles vaccines globally. World Health Organization (WHO)
sources 70% of its essential immunisation vaccines from
India.
The dynamic 5 S’ vision of India’s Foreign Policy comprises
of Sammaan (Respect), Samvaad (Dialogue), Sahyog (cooperation), Shanti (Peace), and Samriddhi (Global Prosperity).
In line with Sahyog (cooperation) and Samriddhi (Global
Prosperity), India has delivered HCQs, Paracetamols, and
other medical devices to more than 100 countries affected
by the COVID-19 pandemic.
On 20 January, India started delivering COVID-19 vaccines
to its neighbouring countries, with the Himalayan Kingdom
of Bhutan receiving the first shipment of 150,000 Covishield
vaccines.
The Maldives, Bangladesh, Nepal, Myanmar, Mauritius, and
the Seychelles also received the COVID-19 vaccine from
India, under the Vaccine Maitri Initiative. In the neighbourhood, Sri Lanka expects the vaccine this week, and Afghanistan is awaiting necessary regulatory clearances.
India’s Foreign Minister Dr S Jaishankar said that the Vaccine
Maitri initiative is another example of the country’s ‘Neighbourhood First Policy’, and India will deliver to overcome

the COVID-19 challenge. Outside the neighbourhood, India’s vaccine was supplied to Morocco and Brazil, and delivery to more countries are to follow.
The region’s preference for Indian vaccines is based on the
lower cost, easier storage requirements, and geographical
proximity. India, the largest producer of vaccines for middle
and low-income countries, is the world’s insurance against
the threats posed by ‘vaccine nationalism’.
In a world threatened by the sobering reality of epidemics becoming more frequent, international cooperation in
healthcare becomes vital. India, the pharmacy of the world,
will have a leading role in collaborating and cooperating
with like-minded countries to link the global supply chain
of healthcare effectively.
With its strong commitment to serving the whole of humanity’s interest, India can transform itself into a net provider of global health security.
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2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development is
framework to build back better post-COVID-19
By Elena Panova,
UN Resident Coordinator in Egypt

It has been more than a year since the novel coronavirus
(COVID-19) began spreading around the world.
The global pandemic, through its devastating health impacts and
resultant lockdowns, has damaged economies, destroyed jobs
and livelihoods, and reversed development gains. It also still
threatens to push up to an additional 115 million people back
into extreme poverty in 2020 alone.
As the COVID-19 crises swept through to claim the lives of
over 2.52 million people across the world, the global economy
shrank by 4.3%, over three times more than during the global
financial crisis of 2009, with trillions of dollars wiped from global
balance sheets.
Disruption expands into global commerce, growing food insecurity and education, taking away jobs from a massive 500 million
people.
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The impacts on the world’s most vulnerable people have been
enormous.Young people, especially young women and girls, took
the blunt of the pandemic and witnessed increase in sexual and
gender-based violence.
The pandemic impacted the social and emotional fabric of the
livelihood of countless people worldwide and that includes those
of Egypt. Progress to improve the lives of people everywhere,
through the achievement of the 17 Sustainable Development
Goals (SDGs), could be derailed.
All these challenges have exposed the shaky foundations on
which our economy is built and left us with many questions
around the future of our world – what our world will look like
in the next 15 years.
However, the COVID-19 pandemic, like any disruptive force,
presents us with an opportunity to re-imagine a better future
through our response—a fairer and more equal world.The 2030
Agenda for Sustainable Development remains the best framework for such a future.
Now, as we stride to build back better, our focus must be placed
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on fostering inclusive and sustainable growth, and meeting the
needs for decent jobs, social protection floors, and connectivity
for a green transition and to spur innovation—leaving no one
behind.
Especially, recovering better requires drawing lessons from the
current pandemic to support and bolster the SDGs.
These lessons call for investing in green transition, including smart
agriculture, renewable energy and sustainable infrastructure.This
would ensure the ability to bounce back better from the current
socio-economic crisis, but also to prepare for the threats posed
by climate change.
While multidimensional efforts by all stakeholders are needed to
build back better, I would like to highlight one particular segment:
the accelerated role played by digital technology during and after
the COVID-19 outbreak.
The digital transformation has enabled people to connect during
lockdowns,and economies to thrive and digital industries to grow.
Last year, the vast majority of social and economic interactions
took place virtually, and digital technology served as a gateway
to learn, live, and stay connected.
Here in Egypt, we have seen a significant shift to digital platforms by both individuals and businesses.The sector of communications and information technology grew tremendously with
investments in developing digital capabilities and connectivity,
especially in freelancing and remote-work skills.
In many ways, digital transformation came in to rescue all corners
of the economy, such as the service sector, to remain resilient
during the pandemic. At the individual level, the habits, attitudes
and behaviours of many Egyptians moved the needle with growing demands for digital platforms to work, study, shop and connect virtually.
The Egyptian Government is promoting the shift towards digital and knowledge-based economy through boosting digital
transformation policies and practices. These are supported by
the acceptance and willingness towards more access to digital
environment, clearly shown in the amount of new online services,
introducing remote working and online learning.
The UN country team in Egypt has worked closely with the
government and other stakeholders to prioritise digital transformation in our response and recovery plans, underlining that
“the new normal is digital”.
Concretely, multiple UN agencies in Egypt including UNICEF,
UNDP, UN Women, UNESCO and others have supported different national policies, programmes and projects dedicated to
digital transformation.
These include initiatives supporting online learning in schools
and universities, promoting the potential of e-commerce and
the digital economy, and supporting young men and women’s

socio-economic empowerment through different modalities, all
of which stemmed from its COVID-19 socio-economic response
plan.
Our activities are also anchored on the principle of leaving no
one behind to improve access for disadvantaged people, for example, girls and women, persons with disabilities and those living
in extreme poverty, hard-to-reach populations and many others.
As we climb up the digital transitional ladder, we must make sure
about equal access to digital education and skills development.
In essence, the overall recovery effort must bring everyone along,
and we cannot achieve that without bridging the digital divide.
However, many citizens around the world remain deprived from
digital accessibility.They are denied opportunities to study, communicate, shop, work and participate in much of our modern
society.
During his closing speech at the Internet Governance Forum in
December, UN Secretary-General Antonio Guterres urged all
governments to “make sure that the response and recovery plans
include increasing digital connectivity in a way that is affordable,
safe and inclusive”.
The digital inclusion will help countries get back on a sustainable development pathway.And accelerating digital transition for
inclusive development in sectors such as e-education, e-governance, e-justice, e-health and e-commerce for livelihoods will
help connect individuals to opportunities and lead to job creation,
accelerated growth, and reduced vulnerability to catastrophes
like COVID-19.
As we chart a course for the next 15 years, all of us – the government, international organizations, private sector, civil society,
and development partners – must play a crucial role in ensuring
that Egypt recovers better, implementing the vision of the SDGs
during this Decade of Action. Unlocking access to digital services,
ICT infrastructure and affordability will pave the way.
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COVID-19: A reset to a
‘Business-as-Usual’ Paradigm
Since March 2020, the world has been severely hit by an unprecedented
Pandemic. The novel coronavirus (COVID-19) has caused a devastating
blow to global standards and jeopardised our livelihood.
This impact was felt by all, developing and developed countries alike. Multiple
strategies were put into practice against a common enemy, yet the world, after
over a year, remains powerless in redressing the brunt it has brought upon us.

By Ahmed Abu Zeid,
Ambassador of Egypt to Canada
The very same factors that once shaped the world interconnectedness, from the ease of mobility, trade, and travel,
to closer integration of economies, are now suggested as
significant determinants of COVID-19 spread.
This is a new reality, a reality that goes against every “business as usual” we have developed, endorsed, and practiced
over decades. In the following lines, I will shed light on a
number of “New Realities” that were uncovered by the
pandemic, and, in my view, will impact the post-COVID-19
world.
Vulnerability, in my opinion, stands out as the paramount
reality revealed by the pandemic. The entire world, rich
or poor, developed or developing, north or south, was
equally hit.
Every nation was deemed vulnerable to such a lethal and
easily transmissible disease. All governments faced difficult trade-offs, beyond the health and human tragedy of
the pandemic. Lacking a coordinated global response in
the early stage of the pandemic, triggered vulnerability
at all levels and left all nations in a state of chaos and
turmoil, anticipating long-term effects on human capital,
productivity and social behaviour.
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The second reality that struck the world was the lack
of preparedness. The reality that no one saw this threat
coming or even its possibility, left the entire world in a
state of shock and dominant fear of its potential impact
on health systems.
Images of people in long queues in front of testing facilities,
urgent care units reaching maximum capacity at hospitals,
and the scarcity of sanitisation products were very common even in the most developed countries.
It is also evident, how COVID-19 has changed the nature
of many professions. As a diplomat, it is obvious how diplomacy got caught up in the reality of a global geopolitical
stalemate.
Diplomats and politicians were tested in their daily work
by profound limitations that disrupted the very essence
and fabric of their profession, namely human interaction
and communication.
Almost everywhere, diplomats had to adjust to the new
state of confinement. Such a prevailing situation brought
diplomatic activities to a near halt. The lack of personal
contact with counterparts left them with a general loss of
information and a sense of deep discomfort.
Confined at home, limited to virtual meetings, diplomats
had to adapt to this new reality. Needless to say that
while digital devices are valuable substitutes, they are in
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With every country looking inward, another reality arose,
that of either we all win or we all lose. Closed borders
failed to offer iron-cast protection. Defensive measures
have assisted to confine some of the short-term impacts
of the virus.
Yet countries that seemed to have controlled the virus
have seen the re-emergence of infection clusters. Pending
the rollout of vaccines worldwide, countries are required
to put aside their differences and wave off the tides of
nationalism in pursuit of a common cause, fight this virus.
The playfield is laid for active multilateralism. Global cooperation is mostly needed today more than any time before,
whereby countries share experience and equitable access
to R&D and vaccine supply is ensured.
In other words, the fight against this pandemic or any
future ones will require robust international cooperation
and interdependency.
While recognising the paramount importance of international cooperation and coordinated response in dealing
with similar crises in the future, it is worth noting that
any coordinated strategy has to take into account the
specificities of all countries, economies, regions, and even
cultures.
The experience of dealing with COVID-19 has in fact, revealed a few success stories in various regions in the midst
of many shortcomings and deficiencies. This highlights the
importance of sharing best practices and embracing flexible approaches in any future strategies.

no way the same as in-person communication and can
never pretend to be. Virtual meetings cannot deliver the
spontaneity, nor warmth of face-to-face interaction, let
alone confidentiality.
Virtual diplomacy prompted a near revolution in the
scheduling habits of professional diplomats. Time was reinvented as a resource with no time wasted in commuting
and long distance travels. This new reality was common to
many other professions as well.
Furthermore, the pandemic also revealed that there is no
one-size-fits-all strategy. COVID-19 has tested the ability
of every country to engage and mobilise communities
in tracing, testing and isolating cases, providing effective
health care, allocating economic stimulus packages, and
react to the overall impacts of the pandemic. Situations
differed significantly according to each country’s capacity
and own experience.

Where Egypt stands
In the wake of this pandemic, Egypt, like other nations
around the globe, was confronted by the need to develop
a comprehensive strategy to stem the rampant and ruthless spread of the virus.
A strategy has to be developed and implemented amidst
the unprecedented transformation of a whole nation,
taking into account an economy in the early stages of
recovery.There are also scarce resources allocated to ambitious developmental plans, a health sector in the genesis
of a modernisation process, in addition to financial and
administrative structures that are under close scrutiny
and reform.
One cannot ignore as well, specificities of the Egyptian
society that made it even more challenging to implement
such a strategy. Applying rules of social distancing in populous densities, safeguarding a fragile informal economy,
and reintroducing a new culture of health awareness are
just examples of the magnitude of this challenge.
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This strategy, unlike many in the developed world, was
designed to balance between preserving citizens’ health
and maintaining economic activity. In some countries we
witnessed complete lockdowns, bringing economies to a
complete halt, and compensating with stimulus packages.
However, midsize economies did not have the luxury of
providing such generous offerings. Financial and social
relief policies had to be very well crafted and balanced
to meet the needs of the most vulnerable segments of
society and the most affected economic sectors.The Egyptian Government’s proactive policies relied on a clear and
thoughtful plan targeting all social groups and sectors to
mitigate the impact of the coronavirus pandemic.
Striking this balance was certainly not a trouble-free task, particularly while implementing prevention measures, revamping
the healthcare sector, and boosting detection, tracking, and
treatment techniques. Egypt was among the first countries in
the world to domestically secure the supply of Personal Protection Equipment (PPEs) early on, enforce rapid testing at all
entry ports, whilst there was a severe shortage of PPEs in many
developed countries, as the disease first started spreading.

What’s Next?
Recognising all the above, where does this leave us? This
pandemic was proven to be much more than a health crisis.
It required a whole-of-government response as well as a
whole-of-society one.
It also triggered a significant shift in the international
system to support countries, particularly the most vulnerable, to plan, finance, and implement their response. It was
a shift that rearranged global priorities and highlighted the
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importance of several areas that were brought upon most
countries around the world.
Albeit with health care and social protection efforts, governments should acknowledge the technology’s role in
easing the impact of the pandemic. They should continue
to seek opportunities to supplement and improve on traditional approaches, tools and workflows, and enhance
linkages between the health sector and tech industry. This
will result in a more harmonised response to current and
future public health emergencies.
Another congruent lesson to be cultivated from COVID-19
is the urgent need to re-envisage doctrines of national
security. A small virus has overturned life and well-being
across the world. It is powerful enough to fundamentally
reshape how nations classify threats to national security.
Any properly designed national security strategy should
allow for increased resource allocation to public health,
social awareness and rapid response mechanisms. Moreover, economic tenacity in anticipation of similar health
crises in the future will undeniably bolster protection
efforts against prospective threats.
Finally, if the pandemic has taught us anything, it is that our
capacity to adjust, innovate and evolve is far superior than
ever before. It also taught us that caring about the mental
and psychological health of the people is as much vital as
their physical health, especially in times of confinement
and personal restrictions.
Therefore, whilst we live with the repercussions of an
unforeseen pandemic, we also have learned many lessons.
I am confident that human solidarity across nations, will
always stand ready to meet the next challenge.
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Closing the digital gender gap
By Dr Heike Harmgart,
EBRD Managing Director for the southern and eastern
Mediterranean region
The novel coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic has radically
changed the way that we work. Will But will these changes
become permanent?
It seems likely that this digital evolution is here to stay, whs
why it is vital to make sure that women are able to participate
on an equal and fair basis.
In the lead-up to early 2020, we witnessed extensive global
travel, a boom in business and the economy, and a record
number of women participating in the labour force.
The pandemic has changed everything. Social distancing has
meant the closure of firms, shops, and schools, a rise in working from home, and the appearance of ghost cities. A stable
internet connection is now more essential than ever for
connecting to the world, accessing education, and working.
As the world becomes more and more digitally connected,
a substantial divide is emerging between women and men
in terms of accessing and using the internet. This divide is a
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major threat to the gains that women have achieved in the
labour market.
The COVID-19 crisis risks putting gender equality on hold
and entrenching inequalities, even though women represent
49% of the global workforce. In the Middle East and North
Africa (MENA) region, the challenge is greater, with women
representing just 21% of the labour force and contributing
only 18% to the region’s GDP.
In addition, women continue to lag behind men in their use
of digital technologies, particularly mobile technologies.  
In low and middle income countries, 300 million fewer women than men use mobile internet, a gender gap of 20%. Even
before the pandemic, women in these countries were 8% less
likely than men to own a mobile phone.
This means that women are less likely than men to have access to vital (and basic) services, such as educational content,
employment opportunities, medical information, or financial
tools such as cash transfers.
Due to the pandemic, this digital gender divide is expected to
worsen, as affordability and lack of digital skills remain some
of the key barriers to effective use of the internet, especially
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in the world’s least-developed economies.
Solutions that support these aims should encompass
Women continue to be less well paid than men, even when
strengthening skills through training and policy engagement
working from home via the internet. This pay gap, coupled
at the sector level.They should also expand access to finance
with globalisation, could mean competing with the global
to underserved women entrepreneurs, while accompanying
labour market, and hence earning even lower wages.
this expansion with mandatory training in the use of digital
Furthermore, social norms tend to make it harder for womtools.
en to maintain their position in the labour market during
This digital literacy can open new horizons for women. By
periods of crisis.
entering sectors that are traditionally dominated by men,
Since the start of the pandemic, school closures and a redigital literacy can bring work to women at home, especially
duction in childcare services provided by elderly carers have
in conservative societies, thus enabling more women to bemeant that women have taken up a large volume of unpaid
come an active part of the formal economy.
care and domestic work.
Accelerating digital transition can be a key enabler for womIn addition, many economies where the EBRD invests have
en, and the EBRD is pursuing initiatives in this area. Digital
recorded a higher incidence of genapplications and the underlying infrader-based violence and harassment,
structure can greatly enhance connecattributed to the heightened stress
tivity and integration.
SOLUTIONS TO DIGITAL GENDER
and financial difficulties experienced
For example, through investment in
GAP SHOULD ENCOMPASS
during lockdowns.
digital infrastructure, modern broadSTRENGTHENING SKILLS
The creation and preservation of susband can be made more affordable,
THROUGH TRAINING AND POLICY
tainable jobs is a key goal for policyleading to an increase in the number
ENGAGEMENT AT SECTOR
makers. Workers in economies with
of households and smaller enterprises
LEVEL. THEY SHOULD ALSO
a greater degree of informal employparticipating in e-commerce activity.
EXPAND ACCESS TO FINANCE
ment have been disproportionately
The EBRD is also developing solutions
TO UNDERSERVED WOMEN
affected by job losses.
based on digitalisation for a range of
ENTREPRENEURS, WHILE
Some sectors, including services such
clients. For example, this includes the
ACCOMPANYING THIS EXPANSION
as retail, hospitality and tourism, are
roll-out of inclusive digital products for
WITH MANDATORY TRAINING IN
key sources of employment for womenterprises via local banks as part of
USE OF DIGITAL TOOLS
en in particular but have been greatly
the EBRD’s Women in Business proimpacted by the crisis.
gramme, and direct support to busiCurrently, women entrepreneurs are being negatively affectnesses through the Bank’s Advice for Small Businesses proed by the COVID-19 crisis, due to the characteristics of their
gramme.
businesses, their risk preferences and their constrained or
A key ingredient for success, over and above affordability and
non-existent access to finance.
access to the internet, is the development of an ecosystem
Women-owned enterprises tend to be smaller and to carry
of apps and services to meet the needs, preferences and
smaller cash reserves than businesses led by men, and this
capabilities of women.
affects their ability to weather the crisis and recover rapidly.
A fair digital engagement is required to ensure that women
Moreover, women entrepreneurs do tend to be more riskfully participate in economic activities and can build on the
averse than their male counterparts, particularly when regains acquired over the last century.
sponding to stressful situations. They also experience relaThe pandemic has magnified digital inequality but it has also
tively limited access to information, professional networks
shown the adaptability of humankind and the multitude of
and support, which makes it more costly for them to establish
tools that are available to achieve equality.
business relationships and accumulate organisational capital.
In a crisis of this scale, collective efforts are needed to adThe European Bank for Reconstruction and Development’s
dress the serious digital exclusion and inequality that wom(EBRD) new Strategic and Capital Framework for 2021-25,
en increasingly experience. Governments, policymakers and
which sets out the strategic aspirations of the Bank for that
regulators in the digital arena, multilateral development inperiod, includes two key aims that are more relevant than
stitutions, civil society and the private sector all have a reever: the promotion of equal opportunities, and the accelsponsibility to put digital inclusion at the centre of ‘building
eration of the digital transition.
back better’.
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Post-COVID-19
Challenges
gypt:

By Dr. Garbis Iradian,
Chief Economist, MENA, Institute of International
Finance (IIF)

The Egyptian economy has weathered the novel coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic well, compared with its
peers.
In large part, this is due to a timely and effective public
health response, deployment of a comprehensive set of
fiscal and monetary measures, and adequate funding from
the International Monetary Fund (IMF).
This allowed the authorities to swiftly implement an
emergency response package that significantly increased
health and other social spending, and provided support
to the private sector.
Despite a less strict lock down policy than peers, Egypt
has recorded fewer COVID-19 cases and deaths, though
these results are subject to a large degree of uncertainty,
as data quality, testing capacity, and transparency vary.
Egypt is the only Middle East and North Africa (MENA)
region country to avoid contraction in fiscal year (FY)
2020/21. We expect growth to moderate from 3.6% in
FY 2019/20 to 2.3% in FY 2020/21, supported by accommodative monetary and fiscal policies, and the progress
in structural reforms prior to the pandemic.
Partial lockdowns and other restrictions may have less of
a detrimental economic impact in the second half (H2)
of the current fiscal year as consumers and business have
found ways to adapt, thanks to the major progress made
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in digital transformation and fintech.
However, this outlook remains subject to exceptional
uncertainty, with much of the risks around the baseline
depending on the evolution of the pandemic and progress
on the vaccine front in both Egypt and globally. It remains
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to be seen whether the new variants of the coronavirus
will trigger another surge in cases.
The monetary policy stance is accommodative and there
might be room for further easing in the absence of inflationary pressures. The monetary policy stance remains
consistent with the inflation target of 7% (±2) in the
fourth quarter (Q4) of 2022.
The 12-month headline and core inflation rates continued falling through January 2021, reaching as low as 5.4%
and 3.8%, respectively. The Central Bank of Egypt (CBE)
has reduced its policy rates by 400 basis points since end2019, and on 4 February, it kept the overnight deposit and
lending rates at 8.25% and 9.25%, respectively.
Other measures include: (i) EGP 100bn (1.7% of GDP)
guarantee to cover lending at preferential rates to the
agricultural and manufacturing sectors; (ii) delays of up to
50% of the value of monthly instalments for banks’ clients
facing difficulties in settling their loans; and (iii) extending a
previously existing lending initiative to the tourism sector
until end-2021. Credit to the economy has increased by
21% in December 2020, year-on-year (y-o-y).
The banking system was well prepared to face the
COVID-19 shock. The Tier 1 capital ratio was 17.7% and
the NPLs ratio around 4% in June 2020. Funding risks
remain low as banks have one of the lowest loans-to-deposits ratios among emerging economies.
Nonetheless, continued active surveillance is needed
given the uncertainty about the effect of the crisis on
asset quality. The NPLs ratio is likely to rise slightly this
year due to the further slowdown in economic activity,
on the back of virtual halt in tourism and other services.
The large fiscal deficits and high public indebtedness remain
major challenges. Despite limited fiscal space and high public
debt, the authorities have expanded their social programme,
with focuses on tackling the health emergency and supporting the most vulnerable via the expansion of Takafol and
Karama’s cash transfer programmes.
We expect the fiscal deficit to widen to 8.6% of GDP in
FY 2020/21 because of lower growth in tax revenues and
scaled-up spending. However, the primary balance may
remain in a small surplus of less than 1% of GDP.
Strong fiscal consolidation will be unavoidable once the
COVID-19 crisis abates, to put public debt-to-GDP ratio
back on a downward path. Our projections show that
the debt will rise to about 94% of GDP by June 2021. A
minimum primary surplus of 2% of GDP is needed to put
the debt back on.
The external funding picture warrants caution as the

current account deficit widens, and debt amortization
remains high in years to come. So far, rollover of shortterm debt, and adequate financing from the IMF have
eased Egypt’s external financing needs and shored up its
official reserves, which have increased from $36bn in May
2020 to $40bn in January 2021.
Tourism is one of the worst affected sectors of the economy due to the pandemic. Remittance inflows from Egyptians abroad remained stable.
The projected sharp decline in receipts from tourism will
widen the current account deficit to around 4% of GDP
in FY 2020/21. Foreign investors are attracted in Egypt’s
debt market because the continued high yields, stable
exchange rate, and the IMF programme.
We expect non-resident capital to more than double in
the current fiscal year, supported by the recent recovery in nonresident holding of local currency treasury
bills. Foreign direct investment (FDI) inflows may decline
modestly to around $5bn in FY 2020/21.
Achieving higher and sustainable economic growth requires focusing on structural challenges that remain unaddressed, including the large footprint of the state and the
military establishment, excessive regulation, lack of competition, and governance and institutional weaknesses.
Facilitating private-sector participation in all sectors
would reduce the vulnerabilities and inefficiencies from
relying on a few large players in the Egyptian economy. In
particular, the authorities should aim at reforming public
procurement and breaking the iron grip of the state and
the army in the economy.
This would ensure the entrenchment of resilience, boost
growth potential, and deliver broad-based benefits for
all Egyptians. In this context, reporting requirements for
state-owned enterprises should be enforced to improve
transparency and financial disclosure.
Also, the competition law should be revised with the
view to improve competition and support a level playing
field for all stakeholders. Such reforms will increase productivity growth and boost the supply of highly qualified
labour, which is needed to raise potential growth.
We are encouraged by the progress made in digital transformation, which would improve competitiveness and
raise potential growth. The pandemic has accelerated
demand for e-commerce. Egypt is making progress on
Information and Communication Technology (ICT), by
embarking significant investment in capacity building and
training programmes, digital services, and infrastructure
upgrades.
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Thank you, Daily! A brief letter
from a devoted Ukrainian reader
Being Ambassador of Ukraine here in Egypt between 2006 and 2010, I had
the chance to witness the emergence of Daily News Egypt and to become
one of its first subscribers.
Since then, I have been following what is happening in Egypt through the
lens of this daily newspaper and its website. I have remained among its
regular readers during my postings in other Arabic countries as well.
By Yevhen Mykytenko,
Ukraine’s Ambassador to Egypt
Every experienced diplomat knows that anything happening
in Cairo influences the whole Middle East and sometimes the
whole world (no wonder they call it ‘Umm ad-Dunya’ in Arabic,
or “Mother of the World”).
I was pleasantly impressed on my come-back to Egypt, in the
spring of 2019, that Daily News Egypt is among those papers
placed on the Ambassador’s desk every morning.
Indeed, time has flown, and times have changed, but this legendary
English-language newspaper has grown from the first steps of a
timid undertaking into a strong publication with powerful and
independent editorial.
On its 15th anniversary,I congratulate all those involved in making
this responsible and hard job, in the past and present, providing
first-hand information and making exemplary journalism.
Daily News Egypt forms a critical part of the Egyptian media
landscape that keeps providing information and opinion truly
worth reading.
This is why I am very happy that, in spite of all challenges, Daily
News Egypt is surviving this awful pandemic. In times when some
publishers charge their readers for electronic access and reduce
the number of pages in printed editions, Daily News Egypt manages to keep its web edition available free. This is in addition to
delivering fresh newspapers on time to their subscribers. Keep
up the good job, friends!
The pandemic keeps imposing further challenges. Nevertheless,
in fighting them we become stronger and stronger. This also
true of the Ukrainian-Egyptian partnership. In overcoming the
imposed barriers, our bilateral ties become stronger and coop-
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eration makes better.
Summarising the year that past, I cannot but express my sincere satisfaction at the progress reached in the political sphere.
I believe that the friendly and constructive talk between our
Presidents during their telephone conversation on 24 July 2020
strongly boosted our relations.
This came as the respective country’s Presidents acknowledged
the friendly nature of Ukraine-Egypt relations, with both leaders
also agreeing to exchange official visits on the highest level.
What is also worth mentioning is that Ukraine was very pleased
with the successful visit of Egypt’s Minister of Tourism and Antiquities Khaled El-Anani to Kyiv in July 2020. In return, there
was the reception of the high Ukrainian delegation, headed by
the Deputy Head of the Office of the President Ihor Zhovkva in
Cairo in late October 2020.
Certainly, the novel coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic has negatively affected the economies of all countries around the world.
Ukrainian-Egyptian trade turnover was not an exception.
Over the course of the last year, the total trade turnover between Ukraine and Egypt witnessed a 30% decline, yet it still
amounted to the promising figure of $1.8bn, compared to the
$2.6bn in 2019.
We also managed to cope with challenges in tourism, which is
one of the pillars of our cooperation. Starting from 1 July 2020,
Ukraine has resumed air charter flights to the Egyptian resorts
of Sharm El-Sheikh and Hurghada.
Our tourists were the first foreign guests after the lifting of lockdowns, and there are now dozens of planes bringing Ukrainian
tourists to Egypt. During 2020, more than 727,000 Ukrainian
tourists spent their vacations in Egypt.
This means Ukrainians account for the highest number of visitors
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from any country, making the country the number one consumer
of Egyptian tourist services and thus its main investor.
Now our efforts are concentrated on preparing and holding
the eighth meeting of the Intergovernmental Joint Committee
on Economic, Scientific and Technical Cooperation between
Ukraine and Egypt. I hope that the epidemiological situation will
be favourable and the meeting in Cairo will take place in late
March as it was agreed previously by two sides.
As the virus spread across the globe and many countries started
to apply strict restrictions, Ukraine did not impose any export
quotas on critical items for Egypt as grains.We are always ready
to support food security for Egyptian people.
I think it is important to note that in addition to pure trade,
we have positive examples of cooperation in other forms. The
Ukrainian company Tatra-Yugalready supplied 15 trams for the
Alexandria Public Transport Administration.These are the newest modern trams in terms of safety and comfort.
We also have a strong basis for renewing and expanding scientific
cooperation in space technology, space exploration and use for
peaceful purposes. After all, the first Egyptian artificial satellite,
the EgyptSat-1, was made in Ukraine with the participation of the
National Space Agency of Ukraine, the Yuzhnoye Design Office,
and Egyptian engineers and technicians.
We therefore have significant positive developments in this area
between Egypt and Ukraine, which can provide a solid basis for
the resumption and expansion of cooperation in space technology, research, and the peaceful use of outer space.
Actually, the story of successful scientific and industrial cooperation between our friendly nations goes back as far as the 1960s and
1970s. During this time, hundreds of Ukrainian engineers travelled
to Egypt to take part in the construction of the High Dam, which
marked the 50th anniversary of its opening in January this year.
At the same time, we have a potential for significant growth, especially in the sphere of investments. Now is a good time to invest
in Ukraine, particularly in the development of digital technologies,
telecommunications, and financial sectors, or to participate in
privatisation process.
There are also many benefits to doing business in Ukraine, with
detailed information now available on Ukraine via the country’s
brand new official website UKRAINE.UA.There, visitors can find
in depth information on travelling and studying in the country,
as well as on its cultural heritage, its modern creative industries,
and much more.
I take this opportunity to invite the respected readers of Daily
News Egypt to visit this modern digital platform that tells a creative and inspiring story about Ukraine to foreign visitors. Here,
everyone can gain his or her first impression of the country and
make a decision to come to Ukraine to study, invest, or travel.
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What should be our priorities
now and over the next 15 years?
The 14th-century Arab historian Ibn Khaldun wrote that the past resembles
the future more than one drop of water resembles another.
This may have been true once, but times have changed. We have not only
an interconnected world, but also an interdependent world. The batting of
a butterfly wing in New Zealand has a consequence in Europe.

By Han-Maurits Schaapveld,
Ambassador of the Kingdom of the Netherlands to Egypt

The novel coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic has shown
very clearly the deeper, systemic challenges in the world.
COVID-19 has compounded these challenges, particularly
relating to yYouth, environment, inequality,. but it did not
create them.
It is in times of crisis that we see what societies are really
made of. We see just how resilient our social fabric is. This
resilience shows the same grit and stubborn optimism we
will need to solve the next great challenge facing us.
A crisis can have a cleansing experience that moves us
beyond fear and grief, and helps us face the world again. To
have a real and forward-looking impact on the world around
us. We must use the BUILDING BACK possibilities, both
financial and political, to make things BETTER.

Youth
Over the last few years, we have seen the power of young
people, the strength of their voices, and the beauty of their
convictions.
As young people around the world marched against climate
change, and for social justice, they managed to reshape the
international agenda.This makes sense.Throughout history,
change has often come from those who have the longest
future still ahead of them.
It is young people who show societies the best way forward,
and so it is also to young people that we should listen. This
means giving them a greater say in policy, politics and the
economy.
And that means investing more in education and youth
employment. It also means providing them with an open
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society in which they can use their talents best, especially
in regions which are home to such a large new generation.

Climate
Like the COVID-19 pandemic, climate change has enveloped us in much the same way that Ernest Hemingway
once described the process of going bankrupt: ‘gradually,
and then suddenly’.
Now during and in preparation for the after-COVID-19
era, never in the history of the world has there been such
a vast financial stimulus to the global economy. Of course,
this is primarily meant to keep the economy and our social
systems up and running.
But it can and must serves a deeper, systemic purpose
too: to equip our economies and societies for the future.
To this end, we must show vision and resolve, because the
best way out of this crisis is through a green and inclusive
economic recovery.
If we use the current financial stimulus to this end, we can
achieve more at a stroke than we have been able to do in
the last three decades. To do this, we need to turn grey and
scorching cities into cool and pleasant places, by literally
growing green cities with trees and parks. But this will also
take place by using more sustainable building materials.
We need to shift influence on decision-making from the old
to the young, as the coming generations will have to live
with the consequences of our current choices. We should
also improve public transport working on hydrogen or synthetic fuels.

On this last point, it should be noted that, in February 2021,
KLM flew the first passenger flight between Amsterdam and
Madrid with a mix of 500 litres of synthetic fuel. We need
to make old things new again, by helping businesses and
consumers shift to a circular economy.

Inequality
COVID-19 has hit poor citizens much harder than rich
citizens. We can also say that it has hit countries with
poor economic and political governance much harder
than the others.
These two inequalities in the world, on an individual level
and on a country level, is a systemic problem that we can
work on in Building Back Better. Economic governance
as in balance of payments, debt ratio’s, market distortions, market interference, as well as corruption, play a
big role in having, or not having, the necessary reserves
to counteract the effects of any crisis and to build back
afterwards.
Economic governance also entails the necessary institutions to help citizens and the private sector in difficult
times and thereafter. Political governance should be seen as
in rule of law, role of civil society, existing and functioning
countervailing powers, and respected and well-functioning
government institutions which give citizen the trust in their
leaders.
Improving the different forms of governance will encourage
that trust of citizens and enable countries to work their
way out of the crisis and to Build Back Better.
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COVID-19 and the impacts on tourism
Over the decades, tourism has experienced continued growth and deepening diversification, to become one of the fastest growing economic sectors in the world.
Modern tourism is closely linked to development and encompasses a growing
number of new destinations. These dynamics have turned tourism into a key driver
for socio-economic progress.
Said El Batouty,
UNWTO economic adviser and member of the UN Economic
Commission for Europe, a board member of the German Travel
association, Professor of International Macroeconomics and Tourism Economics at Frankfurt University, Member of the European
Travel Commission.
This global spread of tourism in industrialised and developed states
has produced economic and employment benefits in many related
sectors - from construction to agriculture or telecommunications.
The contribution of tourism to economic well-being depends on
the quality and the revenues that tourism offers.
In 2019, the business volume of tourism equalled or even surpassed
that of oil exports, food products, or automobiles.Tourism has become one of the major players in international commerce, and represents at the same time one of the main income sources for many
developing countries.
Unfortunately, since the beginning of 2020, the world has changed
dramatically. It is the first time that a crisis such as the novel coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic has occurred in history, and which has
led to a major recession on the global level.
The magnitude and speed of collapse in activity that has followed is
unlike anything experienced in our lifetimes.The current crisis not
only affects human health, but also affects all the different economic
sectors in all countries.
As a result of the COVID-19 pandemic and the measures taken by
countries to control and contain the virus, many sectors such as
tourism and air transport between countries were closed, which
led to an economic recession at the global level.
The global economic impacts from COVID-19 in 2020 were extremely harsh. In terms of the Global Economy, a loss of about 5.2%
in world GDP occurred – compare this to the rate of decline during
the 2009 global financial crisis which was -0.1%.
On Trade, a fall of global merchandise trade volume by -9.2% occurred compared to 2019. Travel & Tourism GDP losses stood at
$4.7trn.The loss of tourism revenue was about $1.3trn, along with
the loss of more than 1.1 billion tourists worldwide.The globalTravel
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& Tourism sector was projected to shed 174 million jobs
In air transport,the total losses in 2020 amounted to $118bn,and demand decreased by -65.9% from 2019. Globally, the total number of
airline passengers was only 1.8 billion during the past year,compared
to 4.5 billion passengers in 2019, meaning that the COVID-19 crisis
has destroyed more than 15 years of growth in passenger traffic.
During the past year also, the total number of Revenue Passenger
Kilometres (RPKs) decreased by 66% over the course of the year.
The year 2020 was the worst year in the history of global tourism.
According to the latest data from the World Tourism Organization
(UNWTO), global tourism suffered its worst year on record, as the
number of international tourists decreased by -74%.
Destinations around the world received 381 million international
tourists, which is 1.3 billion less than the previous year, in 2019, due to
an unprecedented drop in demand and widespread travel restrictions.
This collapse in international travel represents an estimated loss
of $1.3trn in tourism revenues, more than 11 times the losses recorded during the global economic crisis in 2009.The crisis has also
jeopardised between 100 and 120 million direct tourism jobs, in
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addition to causing financial problems for many companies,especially
small- and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs).
Given the evolving nature of the epidemic, many countries are now
re-imposing stricter travel restrictions, such as mandatory testing,
quarantine and in some cases complete border closures, all of which
affect the resumption of international travel and tourism.

In 2020, all regions of the world have been affected by
the epidemic and record close proportions of decline
compared to the previous year 2019 as follows:
• The Asia-Pacific region recorded a decline of -84%, with a total of
57 million,and is the region most affected by the epidemic,and the
one with the highest level of travel restrictions in force.
• The Middle East recorded a decrease of -76%,with a total number
of 16 million tourists.
• Europe recorded a decline of -71%, with a total number of 221
million tourists, despite a small and short-term recovery in the
summer of 2020.
• Africa recorded a decrease of -70%, with a total number of 17.8
million tourists.
• The Americas recorded a decrease of -69%, with a total number
of 69 million tourists.
Arab countries also recorded a significant decline in
inbound tourism in 2020 as follows:
• The UAE: 5.5 million tourists, a decrease of -67%.
• Saudi Arabia: 4.1 million tourists, a decrease of -76.4%.
• Egypt: 3.6 million tourists, a decrease of -72%.
• Morocco: 2.7 million tourists, a decrease of -79%.
• Tunisia: 2 million tourists, a decrease of -78.7%.
• Jordan: 917,000 tourists, a decrease of -72.5%.
• Bahrain: 833,000tourists, a decrease of -78.1%.
• Oman: 675,000 tourists, a decrease of -73.1%.
• Qatar: 646,000 tourists, a decrease of -69.2%.
• Lebanon: 541,000 tourists, a decrease of -71.5%.
• Palestine: 172,000 tourists, a decrease of -75%.
Expectations for recovery remain cautious.The latest survey conducted by the UNWTO’s expert committee showed that expectations for 2021 are mixed.
Nearly half of respondents (45%) envisioned better prospects for
2021 compared to last year, while 25% expected a similar performance and 30% expected a deterioration in results in the current
year compared to 2020.
The overall projections for recovery in 2021 by the team
of experts are as follows:
• 50% of the team expect a potential recovery during the current
year 2021 (of whom only 4% expect the start of recovery from the

second quarter (Q2) of the current year, 27% expect to recover
from Q3 of the current year, while 18% expect the start of the
recovery from Q4 of 2021).
• 50% of the team expect a real recovery only in 2022.
• Most of the team of experts expect an increase in the demand
for outdoor tourism activities and nature-based tourism activities,
with the recovery for those segments set to take place faster than
other tourism types.
• Looking to the future,most experts see the return of international
tourism movement to pre-pandemic levels no earlier than 2023.
• 43% of the expert team expects the return of international tourism to normal in 2023, while 41% of them expect that the return
of international tourism to 2019 levels will not occur until 2024.
• Regarding tourism patterns,LeisureTourism is expected to recover faster than Business Travel and other tourism patterns.
• As for regions of the world, it is expected that the Middle East and
Africa regions will be the fastest at the beginning of the recovery,
as most experts expect the beginning of the recovery during Q3
of this year 2021. As for the rest of the world, the date of the
recovery varies, but the overwhelming expectations believe that
the recovery will not begin before the beginning of 2022.
In general, the UNWTO scenarios extending from 2021 to
2024 indicate that it may take two and a half to four years
for international tourism to return to 2019 levels.
At the same time, the gradual deployment of COVID-19
vaccines is expected to help restore the confidence of tourism consumers, and contribute to easing travel restrictions
and returning travel to normal during the current and next
two years.
Regarding Egypt, I think that in light of the current circumstances, it is expected to start resuming the tourism movement to Egypt as of Easter in April or at the latest in May
this year.
It is expected that the recovery will be turbulent during the
next summer season in 2021, provided that the real recovery begins from the winter 2021-2022 season (that is from
October/November 2021).
I personally expect that the demand will stabilise and that
the reservation rates for the 2021-2022 winter season will
be very good and stable.
My expectation is also that Egypt, as a tourist destination, will
be one of the fastest tourist destinations in terms of recovery
rates, as demand is strongly present but in a state of extreme
latency or what we call a pent-up demand.
This will be launched as soon as the disappearance the
COVID-19 imposed limits occurs, which are fear of infection, strict travel restrictions and procedures that spoil the
pleasure of travelling.
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Building more inclusive, resilient,
integrated Egypt post-COVID-19
Malinne Blomberg,
African Development Bank’s Egypt country manager
Faced with the novel coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic, the Egyptian economy has demonstrated resilience,
strength and agility.
The national economy, which expanded by 3.5% in 2020,
was one of few in Africa that posted positive growth for the
year. Indeed, Egypt has weathered the crisis well due to its
macroeconomic stabilisation, and recent efforts to enhance
health, education, and economic diversification outcomes.
At the same time, the pandemic has accentuated pre-existing vulnerabilities in many economies across the globe,
halting and in some cases undoing significant progress made
over the past years.
Egypt’s economy has also been deeply affected, with trade
and supply chains disrupted, and tourism and other industries hard hit. Still, as we look forward to the future, we do
so with confidence, hope, and a sharper focus.
Rebounding from the pandemic presents an opportunity
to tackle some long-standing structural weaknesses and to
rebuild faster and stronger.
A more inclusive Egypt is one that continues to improve
the living conditions of its citizens. Micro, small and medium-sized enterprises (MSMEs) dominate the country’s
private sector, and employ nearly 80% of the country’s
working population.
Working alongside the Egyptian authorities since 2004,
the African Development Bank (ADB) has supported MSMEs and promoted entrepreneurship by offering financing,
training and technical assistance to businesses and entrepreneurs.
We will continue working with the Egyptian Government
to strengthen the business environment, and facilitate access to financial and non-financial support for MSMEs, thus
helping to accelerate recovery from the COVID-19 crisis.
Our goal is to unlock the private sector’s potential to
create wealth and jobs, and to help all Egyptians achieve
their aspirations for a dignified and decent life. In particular,
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the youth are an asset with great potential. Together, we
will create new opportunities for inclusive, youth-driven
growth in Egypt.
Together, we will also ensure that growth delivers financing
for women in Egypt as well as opportunities for working
populations living in Upper Egypt and remote areas.
In addition, and to complement the government’s efforts
to mitigate the pandemic’s impact, we provided a $500,000
emergency assistance grant in 2020 for food relief, and to
contribute to restoring the livelihoods of severely affected
vulnerable populations.
A more resilient Egypt is one that continues to develop
economic infrastructure to foster sustainable growth. In
2020, we provided a $270m budget support loan for Egypt’s
electricity sector to bolster economic resilience and sش
ustainability amid the ongoing pandemic.
The Bank is a long-standing partner in the country’s transformational reforms and development of its energy sector.
Our support includes financing electricity production in
Benban, under the solar Feed-in-Tariff programme, as well
as the Ain Sokhna and Suez power stations.
In the water sector, eastern Cairo’s Gabal El-Asfar treatment plant, the largest facility of its kind in Africa and the
Middle East, received $58m in Bank funding, and the Abu
Rawash treatment plant in Giza $150m.
The two plants are contributing to economic development
in the surrounding region, particularly in agriculture by providing treated wastewater to irrigate agricultural land and
to produce organic fertiliser.
In Upper Egypt, the Bank is supporting rural sanitation in
Luxor governorate with total funding of $120m, to significantly increase access to sanitation services.
A more integrated Egypt is more connected globally and
within the African continent. To position Egypt for a swift
and sustainable recovery, focusing on strengthening competitiveness and integration into the global economy remains essential.
The Bank has commissioned a study for the Suez Canal Economic Zone (SCZone) on the skills needed for tomorrow’s
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jobs, with the objective of contributing
to securing a suitable workforce for
those investing in the zone.
Furthermore, as many world economies turn inward, we see a great potential for closer African integration over
the medium term. Despite huge trade
and investment opportunities in the
region, intra-regional trade in North
Africa is among the lowest of any world
region (below 5%) and represents an
opportunity in itself.
In addition, the prospects for greater
cooperation with sub-Saharan Africa are
huge. The Egyptian private sector has
demonstrated a keen interest in strengthening cooperation between North Africa
and the rest of the continent.
This is being bolstered by the coming
into force of the African Continental Free Trade Area (AFCFTA), which
provides for the elimination of at least
90% of tariff barriers on goods from
other African states over a period of 5
to 15 years, and is expected to boost
intra-African trade.
We are keen to support the Egyptian
government’s strategic efforts in seizing opportunities with other African
countries, and we are intensifying dialogue with the private sector to support its investments on the continent.
Egypt’s youthful and educated population, its growing competitiveness, and
the potential of its private sector give
us reasons to be confident that the
country can overcome the COVID-19
crisis.We anticipate that a second wave
of bold economic reforms will enable
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The Embassy of Switzerland in
Egypt against COVID-19
In 2019, Egypt and Switzerland celebrated 40
years of international cooperation, where the
longstanding partnership resulted in considerable achievements in several fields.

By Paul Garnier,
Swiss Ambassador to Egypt,
Over four decades, this partnership contributed to the implementation of 200 projects worth CHF 700m. However, and as
in most places around the globe, 2020 started, posing an undoubtedly challenging atmosphere for the implementation of the
scheduled and on-going activities. COVID-19 started spreading
and everything came to a halt. Our daily life as we knew it started
to forcibly take a new shape and form that we never experienced
before. In order to ensure our business continuity and to uphold
our commitments to the vulnerable communities we aim to support, we had to innovate and explore all possible avenues that
would guarantee our help.
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Even while drafting our cooperation programme 2021-2024 we
had to adapt its foreseeable results to the consequences of the
COVID-19 crisis on the economy and contribute to a “leave no
one behind” approach.
Through our Office of International Cooperation’s projects and
our reliable partners, the Embassy has intervened to alleviate
the hardships of vulnerable communities in Egypt that have been
affected by the pandemic.
A total amount of EGP 33m has been allocated to alleviate
the negative socio-economic and medical consequences of
COVID-19 on migrant, refugee, host, and other vulnerable
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or susceptible communities in Egypt.
A new project was even specifically designed to provide comprehensive medical services including mental health, as well as
capacity development for the Ministry of Social Solidarity and the
National Council for Childhood and Motherhood (NCCM) personnel, to respond to the growing needs in light of the pandemic.
I will list our interventions through our partners in no specific
order, but in a manner that portrays our outmost appreciation
to their dedication and rapid response in altering the existing
structures to accommodate the pressing needs.
For instance, we supported the Egyptian Red Crescent (ERC)
in responding to the urgent social and medical needs of vulnerable migrants and Egyptian host communities through on-going
awareness raising and dissemination of information, as well as
direct assistance.
The assistance included provision of food vouchers, hygiene kits,
and financial support to 130 families who were at risk of eviction
due to loss of daily income. In addition to the provision of Personal Protective Equipment for ERC field staff including doctors
and volunteers.The initiative covered four areas in Greater Cairo.
Through Save the Children we embarked on two different initiatives.The first one was a direct response to the impact of the
pandemic on refugee and asylum-seeking communities in Egypt,
where we distributed multiple-purpose cash assistance to 200
families in Greater Cairo.
While the second intervention, and as mentioned earlier, the only
project specifically designed to mitigate the repercussions of the
pandemic, aimed at providing migrants, refugees and Egyptian
host communities with primary,secondary and emergency health
care, mental health support, multipurpose cash as well as capacity
development for the Ministry of Social Solidarity and the NCCM.
The project strengthened the capacities of 22 public health clinics
and four public hospitals in Greater Cairo, Damietta, and Alexandria in order to absorb the flux of cases and provide better access
to quality health services.The project also covered the distribution of Personal Protective Equipment PPE to health workers.
Caritas has also been supporting refugees, asylum seekers and
migrants in Alexandria and Damietta during the pandemic and
quickly responded to their needs through the provision of emergency cash assistance to 650 individuals, food baskets to 3,000
families, in addition to winterization assistance to 1,666 individuals.
When we speak of services rendered by refugees and migrants’
specific organisations, we cannot overlook the significant work
implemented by St. Andrews Refugee Services (StARS). This,
through our support,has served migrants and refugees in Greater
Cairo through the distribution of emergency and medical grants
to those in need along.This includes mobile phones and internet

bundles to equip the Community Based Organisations (CBOs),
and facilitate their work in line with Social Distancing guidelines.
We have also collaborated with Plan International to help build
the capacity of and microfinance entrepreneurs from the host
Egyptian, Migrant and Refugee communities in Alexandria and
Damietta.The project altered its course to disburse special funds
to the original beneficiaries struggling to maintain their businesses afloat due to the pandemic.
The embassy has also supported the “Provision of Protection
and Humanitarian Assistance to Vulnerable Migrants in Greater
Cairo” in collaboration with the Psycho-social training institute
in Cairo (PSTIC), where over 7,000 individuals were assisted with
COVID-19 related response.
The PSTIC Housing Team modified its criteria and assistance
was provided to 3000 people in two months only. The helpline
continue to respond to emergencies and give needed information and referral 24-7! Helpline Responders offered COVID-19
awareness to every caller.
Notably, one of our partners had to shift their on-the ground
activities to provide mental health and psycho-social support
to migrants, refugees and host Egyptian communities who were
emotionally and psychologically affected by the pandemic. It is
no other than ‘Médecins Du Monde’ (MdM), who also extended
the service to include medics, paramedics and recovered cases.
Our Potable Water Management Programme (PWMP) has also
undertaken several activities for children, adolescents and community members in order to support the local communities of
Awada in Aswan in dealing with the pandemic.
More than 400 leaflets were distributed by PWMP promoters
for households entailing awareness measures. The project also
provided the Aswan Water and Sanitation Company (ASWC)
with 600 copies to be distributed in different branches and plants.
In addition, a social media campaign was conducted with messages and videos related to hygiene and public health related
to COVID-19 measures and precautions. Students were also
engaged through a competition by submitting drawings, videos,
articles, among other ideas to stimulate water conservation and
personal hygiene.
Also, students who were interested in hand-made products were
encouraged to produce a face mask that is safe for the use in
controlling the spread of the virus and is made from materials
that are available in Aswan.
Last but not least, we collaborated with the German Development Agency and the EU to assist the Minister of environment
issue protective equipment for 11,000 employees.This initiative
is part of the ongoing joint project on National Solid Waste Management that aims to contribute to a sustainable environment
and the protection of national resources in Egypt.
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Towards a postCOVID-19 world
By Ramón Gil-Casares,
Spain’s Ambassador to Egypt

It is an honour to participate in this 15th anniversary of the
foundation of the Daily News Egypt, the first newspaper that
I read in the mornings in Cairo. I would like to share with you
some ideas about how our world has been affected by the
novel coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic, and on how to help
develop a “new normal”.
Allow me to start by stating the obvious:COVID-19 has changed
our existence in ways hard to imagine only a year ago. Many
lives have been lost, leaving a wound difficult to heal. The pain of
this loss will weigh heavily on our souls for years to come, and
it will certainly condition how we understand reality.
Our economy has suffered a big blow, the current rate of job
losses unmatched in recent history. Poverty spreads. Confusion sits in. Fear appears. Our own movements are limited by
confinements and curfews.
As Egyptians and Spaniards know well, in our Mediterranean
culture, family and friends come first.We love getting together.
We feel the urge to embrace and kiss. We enjoy the feeling of
belonging. Yes families, extended families, define who we are.
And in times of difficulty, families and extended families become,
for those in need, a safety net where the role of grandparents
cannot be overstated.
But, all of a sudden this has also changed. Not only have we lost
our loved ones, because of COVID-19, but we are now prevented or limited from visiting our relatives, with those allowed to
visit only being able to do so in very small numbers.
Children cannot put the lives of their grandparents at risk, and
the latter are forced to wage a life of loneliness in their own
apartments or nursing homes. Our signs of affection, usually
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expansive, have become so defensive as of late, that instead
of hugging, we now shake fists with an outstretched arm, as
boxers do just before starting a fight, sometimes bloody and
always violent.
Indeed, our life in its most intimate aspects has changed. Society
at its basic levels has been dramatically affected. And many warn
us that if nothing is done about it, when the next pandemic
comes we will be even less resilient. It is only fair to ask what
has happened, why we all were caught by surprise.
Since the situation is difficult to understand, there is the terrible
and cowardly temptation to say “not my fault”, and look for
others to blame, especially those we do not share nation, race
or religion with.
Or to affirm in an easy and simplistic manner that Globalisation
is guilty, and what we should do is isolate ourselves, put limits
to our contacts, and return to our roots.
The reality is that, despite all of the scientific and technological
advances, and the economic and social developments of the 21st
Century, our health systems were not as solid as we thought.
Our government structures have proven ill-prepared to respond to the dimensions of this pandemic, and our international
governance has not been up to the test of a global threat of this
nature. So let me comment on these three issues.
Firstly, I think our health systems need to be reinforced within
our states. Private initiative is more efficient than Government
in most cases.
But when, in the event of emergency, massive responses are
required, the government should take the lead. Many if not all
of our national health systems were poorly equipped for the
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“

Our primary defence structure is family. Indeed our extended families, but also local
communities, grassroots organizations are
first to detect anomalies in our coexistence
These decentralised institutions are essential for our social fabric in times of crisis

rapid reaction that COVID-19 required.
Even face masks were scarce in most of our countries during
the first weeks of the pandemic, not to speak of ventilators or
basic medicines to confront the plague. Stockpiling excessive
quantities of these elements beforehand was probably seen as
inefficient and an unnecessary waste of resources.
But markets do not regulate the risks of pandemics. And just
as we need to sustain high defence budgets to maintain effective and well equipped armed forces, in case of threat to our
borders or our institutions, health budgets should be increased
to be able to wage successfully the unexpected battles against
pandemics we will confront in the future.
Secondly, the pandemic has proved the importance of government structures and of the adequate coordination among them.
Market, on its own, does not properly grant security against
dangers and risks of this magnitude.
I am not defending a big state as exemplified in Huxley’s Brave New
World, or Orwell’s 1984. In fact as I explained at the beginning
of the article, our primary defence structure is family. Indeed our
extended families, but also local communities, grassroots organizations are the first to detect anomalies in our coexistence.
The role of these decentralised institutions is essential for our
social fabric in times of crisis. It takes more dialogue and exchanges between these lower levels of decision-making and
central governments to make states stronger, and to create
more possibilities to efficiently confront challenges, as the one
we are facing today.
Just as an example, in my country, Spain, during the first wave of
the pandemic, the Central Government claimed all powers and

competences, in fight against the pandemic. During the second
and third waves, and as part of our own learning process, regional communities have been in charge of handling the situation,
under the supervision of the central government.
Circumstances differed from one region to the other, and onesize-fits-all types of measures were not advisable. As a result,
the consequences of these last waves, though still tragic, have
been substantially milder.
Finally, global governance has all but succumbed to “the series of
interconnected transnational problems” that COVID-19 created, as described by General John Allen.The specialised international organisations have reacted late, their necessary leading
role tainted by unconfirmed rumours that some were working
in favour of certain countries.As a result, their effectiveness was
affected by the funding cuts decided by others.
If a pandemic is, by definition, global, the response must also be.
No one can remain isolated. Successes and experiences should
be shared, solidarity being our polar star.
Unfortunately, in this past year we have witnessed everything
from artificial price hikes, ineffectual protective gear for health
workers, and to this last hour bargaining in the vaccine markets.
Let us hope that the cruel experience we have undergone, with
more than 2.5 million people dead, and 115 million women and
men infected, will spur the reform of indispensable International
organisations. Let us also hope that this will lead to a multilateralism that is really effective.
Isolation might be necessary in extreme cases, but protectionism and
barriers are not the cure.As our lack of full cooperation in 2020 has
shown, illness will not stop at borders, viruses do not require visas.
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Afreximbank’s role in promoting
Africa direct investments
About a year and a half ago, Afreximbank led the execution of the single largest intra-African investment financing project in Tanzania.
The $2.9bn hydroelectric power project, expected to generate more than 2,000 MW of
electricity, was financed solely by African financial institutions and is under implementation by Egyptian construction companies.

By Professor Benedict Oramah,

President and Chairperson of the African
Export–Import Bank (Afreximbank)

This adds to almost $5bn worth of similar investment projects funded
by the Afreximbank, and executed by African entities during the last
four years.
Afreximbank has prioritised the promotion of these kinds of African
Direct Investments (ADIs,investments byAfricans inAfrican countries
other than theirs),because it is our considered view that“onlyAfricans
can lead Africa’s economic transformation”.
Foreign direct investments (FDIs, investment from non-African
sources) have mostly been concentrated in Africa’s extractive or resource-based industries, with a marginal impact on the real economy
and job creation.
In contrast,ADIs have focused on productive sectors, including construction, hotel and tourism, chemicals, manufacturing, financial services, infrastructure, and other services sectors. Increased intra-Af-
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rican investment is thus essential to accelerating economic growth
and job creation.
According to a 2020 study by the African Development Bank (AfDB),
intra-Africa FDI between 2003 and 2017 amounted to $92.8bn.However, it represented a paltry share of investments flow into Africa.We
must grow these numbers as ADI’s benefits can be self-reinforcing in
a pan-African sense.
The Bank’s efforts to expand these kinds of ADIs is rooted in its relatively larger economic impact than FDIs.It is through such investments
that intra-regional trade can be accelerated in a dynamic sense.
ADIs financed and executed wholly byAfrican financial institutions and
corporates dispel the erroneous impression about the continent’s lack
of capacity to carry through large African projects.
Another important outturn of these investments is the retention
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of sizeable proportions of value-added within Africa, which can be
recycled into new development projects in the continent, thereby
expanding Africa’s resources for Africa’s development.
The direct and indirect job creation effects are equally evident.These
projects, executed using African resources, have facilitated intra-African skills and technologies transfers, nurtured the growth of regional
supply chains and integrated small- and medium-sized enterprises
(SMEs) into continental projects.
Further, by expanding operations across Africa, these entities are engaged in learning-by-doing,and realising significant efficiency gains from
economies of scale and scope. At Afreximbank, these intra-African
projects have accounted for a substantial share of total financing for
African projects over the last few years.
Scaling ADI has been particularly challenging, despite the notable
progress made.The African Development Bank (AfDB)’s 2018 Africa-to-Africa Investment Report identified access to finance,availability
and cost of electricity, political instability, and sizeable informal sector
as overriding challenges to accelerating ADIs.
Other challenges included corruption, taxes, customs, and trade regulations.Thankfully, regulatory and policy-related challenges are being
addressed under the African Continental Free Trade Agreement (AfCFTA).
On 1 January 2021, Africa commenced trading under the AfCFTA.
That historic step marks the first phase of liberalisation of trade in
goods and services through gradual tariff removal and elimination of
quota restrictions.
It follows the adoption of the Protocol onTrade in Goods, a Protocol
on Trade and Services, a Protocol on the Settlement of Disputes between Member States, and the Rules of Origin.
Negotiations of the schedule of tariff concessions and schedules of
specific commitments were ongoing. Phase 2 negotiations, which includes the Protocol on Investments, will follow shortly.
It will streamline the complex framework of intra-African investment,
by replacing the existing 171 intra-African bilateral investment treaties
(BITs) with a single treaty that would regulate all ADIs.
Nonetheless, adoption of the Protocol on Investments will not be
an end in itself. Concerted efforts will be required to eliminate the
non-policy challenges to cross-border investments.
The AfDB has suggested that African entities should build entrepreneurial approaches to doing business and investing in the continent,
drawing on geographical proximity, local knowledge, and talent to
achieve greater returns.African policymakers should promote stable
policies, smooth regulations, and transparent procedures.
The role of development institutions will be critical in unlocking intra-African investment potential. Roles could include supporting African entities in tendering and bidding for African projects.Afreximbank
has launched some tailor-made products to accelerate ADIs.
The Bank’s Intra-African Investment financing and Intra-African in-

vestment Guarantee products provide funding to, and de-risks, cross
border investments to allow African entities to pursue opportunities
and/or to provide cover for commercial banks to finance cross border
investments.
In particular, Afreximbank Country Risk and Investment Guarantee
Facilities have been very instrumental in mobilising ADIs. Afreximbank’s Trade Information Portal, about to be debuted in the second
quarter (Q2) of 2021,will offer investment opportunities acrossAfrica
at the push of a button.
It will also complement the biennial market-opening opportunities
at the Intra-African Trade Fair, organised by Afreximbank, the African
Union and the AfCFTA Secretariat, offers.And as the Pan-African Payment and Settlement System (PAPSS), under implementation by the
Bank under AU auspices, comes on stream in March 2021, currency
convertibility challenges intra-African investors currently face will begin to fade.
Afreximbank’s Intra-African Trade Champion Initiative (also IntraChamps),launched in 2016,has been an anchor for intra-African trade
and, investment financing and promotion activities of the Bank.
The IntraChamps initiative allows the Bank to leverage its knowledge
of the continent and strong public and private sector relationships to
introduceAfrican entities toAfrican governments and relevant private
sector. It thereby provides them with the unique opportunities to bid
and, in many cases, successfully win projects.
Afreximbank places eligible IntraChamps near equal footing with
non-African entities to bid for projects and supply contracts acrossAfrica,supported with Bid Bonds,Advance Payment Guarantees,Project
and/or trade financing as well as Advisory Services as the case may be.
Since its launch in 2016, about $5bn of bids have been won, and partially or fully financed by Afreximbank. Using this facility, the Bank has
supported African investment activities of: the Dangote Group of Nigeria in Ghana and Tanzania; activities of Wadi Degla Group of Egypt
in Ethiopia and Kenya; El-Sewedy Group’s activities in several African
countries; Mota-Engil, S.A’s investment in Angola and other African
countries, among others.
Within the framework of the AfCFTA, accurate recording of intra-African investment flows is essential for gauging the success of the AfCFTA,policy analysis,formulation and directing these investments into
strategic development programmes.
In this regard,Afreximbank has kick-started a project to create a framework for recording, tracking/monitoring, and reporting intra-African
investment flows.
Opportunities for investments in the rest of the continent remains
vast.The AfCFTA and national governments will create the environment, but institutions such as Afreximbank and other development
finance institutions will remain critical in empowering African entities
to harness the investment opportunities that abound in the continent.
The borders are now open, and investments must flow.
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Women at
the centre of
COVID-19
response
Globally, the novel coronavirus (COVID-19)
pandemic has magnified existing and interconnected inequalities.
And COVID-19 will continue to have far-reaching impact on the hard-won gender equality gains in all countries. No country has fully
achieved gender equality, with all countries
grappling with gaps in women’s equal participation in economic and public life. All countries are also struggling to address the “shadow” pandemic – violence against women.

By Christine Arab,
Country Representative for UN
Women Egypt

In order to stem the impact of COVID-19 and to build
back better, it is essential to understand how women experience the pandemic differently from men, how this
impacts their families and communities, and how women’s
leadership and engagement in the response is crucial.
When the pandemic first hit the country, the National Council for Women (NCW) issued Egypt’s Rapid Response to Women’s Situation during the COVID-19 Outbreak, providing a national roadmap on a gender-sensitive
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approach to the pandemic.
Since that time, the NCW has issued five national tracker
reports capturing all measures the Egyptian Government
has taken to mitigate the impact of COVID-19 on women.
A total of 20% of countries and territories world-wide have
no gender-sensitive measures in response to COVID-19.
In contrast, the Egyptian Government has ensured that
55.3% of measures in response to the pandemic are gender-sensitive.
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In support of national priorities in the COVID-19 response, UN Women Egypt repurposed its programmes
and rolled out new initiatives. These have particularly
focused on financial inclusion for women with limited
economic opportunity, and ensuring the continuation of
essential services for women overcoming violence.
Gender-sensitive in the context of COVID-19 means that
preventative and supportive measures around the pandemic recognise that women and men are experiencing
the pandemic’s impact differently, in large part because of
pre-existing inequalities between women and men. Emerging global trends and national realities highlight three main
priority areas in ensuring a gender-sensitive approach to
the pandemic.
The first priority area is tackling increased vulnerability
to domestic violence. Quarantine and isolation policies,
critical to flattening the growth curve of the pandemic,
along-side financial worries in the household, are exacerbating conditions for those already experiencing violence at home or those who are vulnerable to domestic violence. The perpetuation of cyberviolence against
women in times of lock down and beyond – particularly
against young women and girls – remains a serious concern world-wide.
Prior to the pandemic, almost half of ever-married women
in Egypt report having been subjected to some form of
violence by their spouses. A phone survey in April 2020 of
1,500 women found that 11% of women were exposed to
violence by their partner during the week preceding the
survey.A further 19% of households witnessed an increase
in violence among family members, whilst 33% of households witnessed an increase in family problems overall .
Second, priority must be given to understanding and responding to the impact the pandemic has on women’s
livelihoods. Prior to the pandemic, women’s formal labour
force participation was 20.9% and their unemployment
rate was 21.4%, more than triple men’s unemployment .
This is despite Egypt’s important gains in ensuring gender
equality at all levels of education. The majority of working
women are concentrated in predominantly lower-paid and
non-competitive sectors and it is estimated that upwards
to half of them are engaged in informal, irregular and/or
unprotected employment.
For poorer populations, COVID-19 is posing severe challenges for women not accessing formal social protection
systems, and who may not be accessing health insurance

due to their irregular employment status.
Recent data from the International Monetary Fund (IMF)
and the Central Agency for Public Mobilization and Statistics (CAPMAS) show that in the spring of 2020, 25% of
the female labour force and 4% of the male labour force
had left their jobs because of the pandemic.
However, by the autumn, 96% of these men had returned
to work, as compared to only 40% of the women. This
was a short term response to the pandemic, but deeper,
l analyses is required to understand potential long-term
impact these trends will have on women’s labour market
participation.
This point leads us to the third key priority area, tackling
women and girls’ unequal share of unpaid care work. Traditional expectations often result in women taking on the
majority of care work in the home. Prior to the pandemic,
women contributed EGP 167bn ($10.6bn) of unpaid care
work in the family.
Now, in addition to their usual workload both within and outside the home, and with overloaded health systems and school
closures, women across the country are shouldering added
responsibilities of ensuring the children’s home-schooling,
caring for the elderly and sick, and maintaining the COVID-19
preventative measures within the family.
For many women, this is resulting in them leaving the labour market to take on these additional responsibilities
in the home. For those who are able to remain in their
paid job, they must somehow juggle even greater care
work in the home.
This adds significant stress to women and their families,
and affects women’s mental well-being. Strengthening care
services, such as childcare facilities, is essential for promoting women’s economic security and the overall growth
of the nation. Importantly, investments in care economy
also result in jobs for many women in paid care work, for
example child care, elderly care, and health sectors.
Egypt was a driving force behind a UN General Assembly
Resolution on strengthening the national and international rapid response to the impact of COVID-19 on women
and girls, which is calling on countries worldwide to anchor prevention and recovery efforts to the advancement
of gender equality and the empowerment of women.
This is an essential message for all countries to bring
home, and an essential commitment to be maintained as
Egypt continues its path towards social and economic
growth in the face of COVID-19.
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L

ook ahead,

but do not forget
to look back

By Jan Thesleff
Commissioner General for Sweden’s participation at Expo 2020 in Dubai and former
Ambassador of Sweden to Egypt

Anniversaries, such as the one that Daily News Egypt is
celebrating, are important as they make us stop, look back,
and more importantly, look ahead.
This seems the more important as the worldwide novel
coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic keeps its grip on our
societies and irrevocably changes our fears, expectations,
and behaviour.
The pandemic has brought suffering and hardship, but it
has also made us realize and appreciate what we once
had, including the small pleasures of life, like socializing,
meeting family and friends, celebrating or grieving together, attending a football game in person and, for a few, the
art of travel.
A year ago, before the pandemic struck with full force,
I naively thought that things would go back to business
as usual. But today I see it more likely to be business as
unusual.
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Digitalisation, e-commerce, e-payments, and e-government are making quantum leaps globally, and the generation gap between the tech savvy youth and a more
traditional older generation is narrowing.
What seemed too complicated, too technical a year ago, is
today part of our daily vocabulary, as we Skype, we Zoom
and so on. As a Swede, the fact that ‘to skype’ has become
a verb makes me proud, as my fellow citizen Niklas Zennström is one of the Skype-founders.
But there is another divide that remains and becomes
more apparent, and that is the divide between those who
have access to the tech tools and those who have not. As
we go for e-government and e-payment, we must make
sure that no one lags behind, left on the outside.
When it comes to these issues, exclusion is more serious,
than the generational one, as it hits already marginalised,
less empowered groups.
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The COVID-19 pandemic is the talk of our time, but let’s
not forget all the other important challenges, many of
which are exacerbated by the pandemic.
As a gender champion and as Vice-Chair of the OECD
Middle East and North Africa (MENA) Women’s Economic
Empowerment Forum, Egypt’s Minister of Planning and
Economic Development Dr Hala El-Said,
I daily note and try to highlight the risk that the situation
for girls and women is even more challenged in the wake
of the pandemic. Anniversaries like the one we celebrate
today, could thus also serve to highlight key issues that
risk being overshadowed when we join forces to face the
threat of the day, that of COVID-19.
I have spent almost seven years of my diplomatic career
in Egypt, fantastic years with fantastic people, history and
beauty. This year I was appointed Commissioner General
of the upcoming world exhibition in Dubai, Expo 2020,
heading Sweden’s massive participation.
World exhibitions have been held in different shapes all

since the first one in London in 1851, but this is a first in the
Middle East. What makes it even more unique is its timing.
We now really have a great opportunity, to build back
better and to showcase what the ’new normal’ could and
should look like, creating a more sustainable world in all
senses of the word, environmentally, economically and
socially.
Sweden’s pavilion - “The Forest” - symbolises that broad
approach to sustainability. Made entirely of wood, 18
metre tree trunks rise towards the sky, combined with
oriental mashrabiye, they create the perfect platform for
co-creation for innovation as we seek more solid, resilient
systems and societies.
I will of course continue working closely with Egypt, with
Egyptian colleagues and friends at the Expo, which starts
on 1 October this year, after a one-year coronavirus-related delay. Of course, we will together look forward,
but while remembering the past. Happy Anniversary, Daily
News Egypt!
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Towards the adoption of

a universal declaration on creating
a post-pandemic world
Two visions are now attracting the arena of political analysis and focusing on the shape
of the world and international relations in the phase following the novel coronavirus
(COVID-19) pandemic.
The first vision is hopeful and ambitious to lay the foundations and a new form of international relations based on participation and multilateral collective action to face health,
environmental, economic, security, and political risks and challenges.

By Ambassador Mohamed Hegazy,
Former Assistant Minister of Foreign Affairs of Egypt
A vision that adopts advocacy for a new world with concepts that
raise the profile of scientific research and share its results, in which
countries exchange experiences,knowledge,tools,and missions that
enhance the ability of everyone to address pandemics, risks and
economic fluctuations.
A vision that believes in science and scientists as a national wealth
for their homelands and for the rest of the world.
A vision that believes in the importance of white armies complementing traditional armies in preserving an advanced and new concept of comprehensive national security. It includes protecting the
health and environmental security of societies, with equal attention
to the concepts of political and economic security as traditional
determinants of national security.
This vision raises the value of a world free from wars and conflicts, from weapons of mass destruction, devoted to good, public
health, the environment, economic development, integration, and
construction.
It would be a world in which international institutions and committees are established to implement those goals and in all fields play
a pivotal role in achieving every goal with an impartial vision, and
for the benefit of all.An impartial servant of all humanity.A sincere,
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sophisticated vision that realises the value of the information age and
the future of artificial intelligence.
What has been accomplished through work, communication, and
distance education is no less than the daily presence dependent on
work offices and government offices, which relieved individuals and
eased the burdens on traffic, the environment and the cost of daily
economic life.
Conclusion: A vision of a new system. A participatory, developed,
and effective world free from exploitation. A believer in man and
his well-being and health. That puts an end to conflicts, wars, and
occupation.
That always builds and looks for good to serve the person who left
plunder of an old system based on its exploitation, oppression, sacrifice, and thrust into the tide of fierce battles, oppressive occupations,
and economic pressures. A neglected healthy person, unemployed,
refugee, and homeless, whose energy is exhausted for the welfare
of the few. He lacks a sense of security in his life and no guarantee
for his future or the future of his children.
The second vision is the vision of the stakeholders and the influential
countries that benefited from an ancient world that preceded the
coronavirus.They were the ones who subdued, forced, ignited fires
and conflicts, and made gains at the expense of peoples’ blood and
drowned them in a debt trap to release them, thus keeping peoples
and governments, sometimes colonial and sometimes enslaved.
And since this vision is the essence of the international system that
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lives with its symbols and security,economic and political institutions,
there is no room for reasons to explain the oppression, exploitation,
and waste that resulted from the capabilities of countries and the
future of peoples and other tragedies that we all know and live in
different regions of the world.
The owners of this authoritarian vision are currently waiting to
re-enter the wheel of the international system, after the pandemic,
to re-impose their authority and influence, and their exploitation of
the pressuring economic conditions on other peoples and countries.
This may increase at a future stage dominated by recession, and
economic and political turmoil, amid feverish pressure to back away
from the path and gains of globalisation and uphold national interests.
We,however,are holders of a genuine interest in a new,participatory,
more humane world order based on principles and values that protect mankind and peoples based on globalisation and a just political,
economic, cultural and social pluralism.
Therefore, it is necessary to work from now to consolidate the

values of the first vision, formulate it and launch it in a declaration of
international principles.This would be a charter or a new international covenant that includes all the principles that we mentioned in
the first vision, which it preserves, calls and promotes.
It would also guarantee an international commitment to it and call
for its application to the national arenas, so it becomes a covenant
and charter that concerns the international community as a whole.
It would also take into account a national obligation that individual
states or regions must adhere to and incorporate into national plans
and policies.
To put the initiative into practice, I cannot find a better place and
time than the next meeting of the United Nations GeneralAssembly
during the month of September, where the international will and
the leaders of the world meet, whether spatially or through video
technology.
Let them confer and discuss a new world based on a covenant and a
charter of principles that have become a state and necessary.
And so that this international document will be prepared and from
now until next September. I call for several diplomats to work together from now in this direction.
I see an occasion for it to be at the summit level,so that Egyptian President Abdel Fattah Al-Sisi can talk with French President Emmanuel
Macron and the German Chancellor Angela Merkel. They would
then communicate together with the US President [Joe] Biden, the
Russian [PresidentVladimir] Putin, and the Chinese leader Xi Jinping
to launch this document.
Perhaps it is appropriate to invite the Sheikh of Al-Azhar and the
Pope of theVatican to participate in the announcement of the initiative, so the initiative is a declaration of a stage that should not be the
same as the previous one.
This would see the draft document of principles presented for deliberation among a number of capitals in preparation for presenting it
to the United Nations general assembly, regardless of its convening
form, according to circumstances, from now until the date of the
meeting.
The importance of launching this declaration/document lies in defining international practices, principles and emerging values after

the
pandemic, and calling for their adoption in a new world.With time,
the new globalisation will prevail and spread to displace wrong practices in health,environment,culture,politics,security and economics,
for a new world that is more prosperous and more spacious with
itself and with the value of man and human life.
The content of the “International Covenant/Document” is close to
the contents of documents issued in the past months,which included
many important principles and policies, including, for example, the
final statement of the G20 summit in Riyadh, and the statement of
G7 summit in Great Britain.It also included the joint statement of the
World Bank and the International Monetary Fund (IMF), in addition
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to the meanings of the messages of the Sheikh of Al-Azhar, and the
Pope of the Vatican.
We suggest that consultations start from now at the summit level,so
that each president is tasked with presenting the initiative to the rest
of the presidents to form a supportive international public opinion,
whilst taking into account the exchange between several diplomats.
We suggest that they start with Egypt, France, and Germany, to deliberate among themselves about the terms and principles of the
new universal declaration.
From now until next September, an international consensus will be
formed on the principles and foundations of the principles of our
new world and the pandemic’s dimension.As part of this, its hopes
and aspirations are launched in the form of implementable principles
that take their legitimacy from the consensus of world leaders and
institutions.And with time the international document will prove its
principles and ideas as a seed of good growth.
The proposed perception that the advertisement begins with a thin
philosophical introduction that reflects the magnitude of the stage
and its importance and foresees the future, so the announcement
begins as follows:
We, world leaders, leaders of their countries, officials of their international institutions and organisations,representatives of civil society,
and regional organisations realise the importance of the unity of the
common destiny of our states and peoples.
Together we live and share the good of this planet.We are exposed
together to dangers.We share the good and the bad of this planet.
Therefore,we must look impartially on the achievements made over
the past decades, and what we have failed in, so that we learn lessons
and support our relentless pursuit towards a better world.
A world that moves as a unified front by sharing information in
a transparent and immediate manner, and to share the results
of research and science to eliminate common risks. We must
create a front that believes in science, promotes public health
and its workers, supports international institutions, exchanges
opinion and advice, shares needs, tools, tasks and information,
protects human lives and supports and protects healthcare
workers.
It would create a world in which human families unite in providing
support and assistance to the peoples and governments most in
need to face the expected economic pressures, protect people’s
work and opportunities for a decent life, safeguard their economic
incomes and their social and cultural well-being, and restore confidence and economic stability.
And teamwork to support international partnerships, bodies, and
civil society organisations to cooperate voluntarily to contribute
to efforts to respond to health risks, including through pandemics,
and to confirm and fund research and innovation efforts and fund
scientific research and its institutions.
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At the same time,we should create international,economic,security
and political partnerships to restore stability in the various regions
of the world.We need to address the differences and conflicts that
increase suffering and prevent the growth of societies, that push for
more illegal immigration, and feed the environment of international
terrorism.
In the interest of the security and safety of societies,the international
community must stand on one front against the threat of terrorism
and confront the operations of using terrorism and armed militias to
achieve political purposes and impose regional influence in different
regions.
Calling upon all parties concerned with specific conflicts, and in the
presence of the relevant regional parties, to settle the regional situation between them in order to achieve stability and the goal of
collective security lost in some areas where interests are in conflict
in a way that does not consider the interests of the other.
Strengthening the capacities of national economies, especially the
neediest countries,supporting international financing institutions for
them, and supporting the policies of their central banks and joint
work to reduce the debt burden, especially on Africa, at this stage.
This would see the allocation of the required resources to protect
refugee and displaced communities inAfrica and the Middle East,and
to provide protection to vulnerable groups and those under occupation,as well as the development,educational,health and humanitarian
support required for them.
Joint work needs to take place to declare a ceasefire in all conflict
areas, and to put forward international and regional solutions that
understand the motives of all parties and invite them to devote
themselves to building, common development and collective security, and to stop the drain of resources and human suffering, realizing
that the real war is against poverty.
Announcement conclusion: We, the leaders of the world countries, call to provide support and assistance to the United Nations and its institutions, and to jointly strive to implement the
principles of this declaration. This would see the adoption of
a UN resolution issued at the current session of the General
Assembly, and signed by leaders of the countries participating in
the current session. It would invite all countries present at this
session to adopt it at the national level, and through the various
regional groupings.
Humanity, our states, and our peoples alike have been exposed to
common dangers that require collective action through a new, different vision that is more respectful and adhering to our common
values and heritage.
Ambassador Dr.Mohamed Hegazy, the former assistant foreign minister

The former Egyptian ambassador to Germany, the Republic of India and
the Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan
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COVID-19 and human
trafficking crimes:
The Egyptian Experience
By Naela Gabr,
Ambassador Naela Gabr is the Chairperson of The National Coordinating Committee for Combating and Preventing Illegal Migration and
Trafficking in Persons. She is a career diplomat, having served in Paris
and Geneva, before being appointed as Egyptian Ambassador to South
Africa, Botswana, Lesotho from 2000-2002, then as a permanent representative of Egypt to the UN office in Geneva and its specialised
agencies (2002-2005).

The novel coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic is a unique experience, having stormed the world in a specific moment, causing the
numbers of causalities to soar, and creating an economic and scientific panic in many countries.
The next few lines will shed light on the principal consequences
this pandemic has imposed on human beings, especially the most
vulnerable to exploitation, coercion, or manipulation. International
and national laws have labelled those crimes against human beings
as “trafficking in persons” (TIP).
It is worth mentioning that those social strata who are suffering from
inadequate social and economic standards are now becoming more
vulnerable, as many national and international reports have stated.
The International Labor Organization (ILO) expected in April 2020
that around 25 million jobs will be lost, due to partial and total lockdown in many countries. This affected around 2.7 billion workers,
which means 4 out of 5 workers worldwide .
On the national level, a study by Egypt’s Central Agency for Public
Mobilization and Statistics (CAPMAS) provided some indicators related to the impacts of COVID-19 on economic development, one
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of which was related to employment rates.
It is worth mentioning that some sectors have been severely affected
due to the pandemic such as the Hotel industry,Tourism, Communication and Transportation, in addition to the aviation sector.Also
affected were small- and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs),as well as
the irregular sector.This has meant that a great segment of employees in the regular and irregular sectors have been facing challenges
due to the pandemic.
On the other hand, the gradual transformation of certain commercial and service sectors towards providing their service online has
led to many job cuts. Accordingly a segment of those citizens has
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been exploited, manipulated, or coerced by criminals and organised
crime groups.
Many international and regional organisations have warned about
the repercussions of COVID-19 on the most vulnerable segments
of society.This came in light of the fact that minors were getting leave
from schools, with some of them being a target for forced and early
labour and other means of exploitation.
Women and girls have been subject to gender based crimes, like
sexual exploitation, early and contractual marriages, a legal marriage
reciprocated/in exchange on/for money, were there is no compatibility of age, social or economic standards.This crime is a punishable
offence for the legal guardian (father) and every person who facilitated that crime, with the lady or the girl being treated as a victim.
In relation to above mentioned crimes, the vulnerable segments in
the society can be a victim of organ trafficking crimes. It is of importance to state that, in Egypt, Law 64 of 2010, relating to combating
and preventing the trafficking of persons, makes those crimes are
punishable.
Astonishingly, when searching on the internet for the main forms
of crimes relating to trafficking in persons on the national level, the
reader will find out that what has become known in the media as
“TIK TOK girls” (sexual exploitation and manipulation crime), as
well as organ trafficking crimes. Both are considered to be a threat
on the society.
Based on that,Egypt was keen on preventing and combating all forms
of trafficking in person, in line with executing what the constitution
stated in the rights, obligation and personnel freedom chapter, especially article (60) that clearly stated “The human Body is inviolable.
Any assault, defilement or mutilation thereof is a crime punishable
by law.”
This comes in addition the TIP law number 64 for the year 2010,
which is considered to be a model on which many countries in the
region shaped their own national laws.This is because the Egyptian
law encompassed all elements and means of preventing and combating those crimes.
The Egyptian state has planned and executed a comprehensive plan
to safeguard the most vulnerable from exploitation, as well as protecting and assisting victims of TIP.This was reflected in the National Coordinating Committee for Combating and Preventing Illegal
Migration and Trafficking in Persons (NCCPIM & TIP) increasing its
capacity building and awareness raising activates by 50%, regardless
of the tight conditions imposed by the pandemic.
In the sphere of awareness raising, the second wave of awareness
raising has been launched in November 2020.This took place in the
form of advertisements broadcasted in cable channels and social
media platforms, and motivated citizens to report any TIP crime
through calling the hotline.
In addition, NCCPIM &TIP cooperated with the Ministry of Culture

to launch an awareness raising campaign during the Cairo International Film Festival (CIFF) in December 2020.
For the first time, a trophy was awarded for the best film to address
human trafficking, with a panel titled “Cinematography and its role
in Combating TIP” organised with the presence of UN agencies
representatives, and the goodwill ambassador and celebrities Aser
Yassin and Nelly Karim.
In that scope, and during the 2021 World Men’s Handball Championship in January, NCCPIM & TIP launched another campaign to
raise awareness about TIP and the smuggling of migrants.This event
was based on presenting the means of preventing and combating
those crimes to youth in sports centres, and disseminating podcasts
by Egyptian handball players to advocate the call for “#no to illegal
migration” and “#together against human trafficking”.
As to reporting of crimes and protection of victims, the hotlines of
National Council for Childhood and Motherhood (NCCM), National Council of Women (NCM), and National Council for Human
Rights (NCHR) are functioning in an excellent matter.These can be
contacted on 16000, 15115, and 15508, respectively.
These hotlines receive reports and complaints about TIP crimes,
verifying them and providing psychological and medical assistance,
as well as temporary shelter to victims, or through referring those
cases to law enforcement agencies.
Providing assistance to victims has been also a priority,through opening the first shelter for victims ofTIP that is equipped and established
according to international standards. It is the fruit of collaboration
between the NCCPIM &TIP,the Ministry of Social Solidarity,NCCM,
the International Organization for Migration (IOM),and the Egyptian
Red Crescent (ERC).
Last and not least, the NCCPIM & TIP organised several capacity
building training courses and workshops through which 675 trainees
benefited from them.These trainees represented law enforcement
agencies from the General Prosecutor’s Office, Judges, NGO Members, African Officials, Diplomats, volunteers from the ERC. Other
participants included Masters and PhD students of social services,
along with social workers, hotline staff, directors of main sectors of
the Civil Aviation Authority, as well as Egyptian peace corps personnel in cooperation with CCCPA.
The Egyptian state is working hard to protect and safeguard the
dignity and wellbeing of its citizens, through improving their socio
economic condition mainly the poor and vulnerable.This is taking
place through several presidential social initiatives, such as “100 Million Health”,“Solidarity and Dignity”,“Decent Life”,“Light of Life”, in
addition to “Minors without Shelter” and “Elders without Shelter”
campaigns.
Those initiatives are targeting elevating the socio economic conditions of the poor and most vulnerable, especially in the era of
COVID-19, to protect them from being exploited by TIP criminals.
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Our Mediterranean story must
continue to be one of hope

By Nasser Kamel,

Secretary General of the Union for the
Mediterranean

With the outbreak and progression of the novel coronavirus
(COVID-19) pandemic, we have plunged into a new era, one
with its own unique challenges.
First among these are how to identify such an unprecedented
shock, how to measure the extent to which its effects can spill
over between countries or indeed be contained, and how to
quantify the uncertainty surrounding forecasts.
We are after all in completely unchartered territory.The pandemic has exposed and exacerbated vulnerabilities within and
among countries, putting inequalities of all kinds under the
spotlight.
This virus has reaffirmed that the systems on which we depend, are not only increasingly interdependent, but also growingly vulnerable.This new reality holds true around the world.
For the Mediterranean region, however, where conditions
of fragility and risks of exposure are more concentrated,
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addressing this new norm must be of utmost importance.
The region’s pre-existing fragilities, most notably the high
levels of socio-economic inequality and the pressing climate change emergency, are set to worsen as a result of
the pandemic.
Indeed, the Mediterranean remains one of the most economically fragmented regions in the world, with trade flows
sharply asymmetric. A total of 9% of all Euro-Mediterranean
trade takes place between the EU and its Southern and Eastern Union for the Mediterranean (UfM) neighbours, whereas
South-South trade accounts for just 1%.
Addressing the trade imbalance and relocating some of the
supply chains closer to home hold the keys not only to economic security and stability. It also is key to a more structured
and sustainable regional integration in the Euro-Mediterranean region, which lies at the very heart of the UfM mandate.
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As data confirms once again, the impacts of crises are never
gender neutral, and COVID-19 is no exception with 47 million
women and girls estimated to be pushed into poverty by 2021
due to the virus.
Women’s empowerment is firmly on the region’s agenda and
the recently launched intergovernmental monitoring mechanism in the Mediterranean aims not only to gauge efforts to
promote women’s rights. It also seeks to empower policymakers to tackle areas where progress is too slow.
What gives hope to the people of our region is the dynamism
and potential of our youth. No less than two-thirds of the
population is under 35-years-old in the Middle East and North
Africa (MENA) region and unleashing this power would provide an enviable wealth of untapped human capital.
Mitigating and even resolving the region’s damaging unemployment rates and skills gap is possible. More than 100,000
young people, together with 800 small- and medium-sized
enterprises (SMEs) are already benefitting from the Mediterranean Initiative for Jobs (Med4Jobs). At the same time,
the creation of Euro-Mediterranean Universities is helping
to forge a more regional and open vision among younger
generations.
Yet, despite the deep socio-economic crisis engendered by the
pandemic, the world remained strong in its commitment to
tackle the climate emergency. It is one of the great challenges
of 2021, and the question of the environment’s future now
weighs heavily on every decision in our region.
Indeed, as the rise of temperature is progressing 20% faster
than the global average, the health and wealth threats represented by climate change are especially acute in the Mediterranean Basin.
By acting in unison, substantial progress has already been made
in this area of work. The UfM has supported the creation of
a network of over 600 Mediterranean Experts on Climate
Change (MedECC), along with the development of the first
region-wide study on the impact of climate and environmental
change in the Mediterranean.This is equipping policymakers to
make science-based decisions whilst helping to improve the
North-South data gap.
One message, beyond immediate scientific findings, emerges
from the report: no person, organisation or area, be it in the
South or North of the Mediterranean can face the magnitude
of the challenges on their own.
The upcoming Ministerial Meeting on Environment and Climate Change to be hosted by Egypt mid-2021, is crucial and
a step in the right direction. It aims to ensure further coordination of efforts to shift towards a greener, carbon-neutral,
socially inclusive economy.

It also aims to prevent and reduce pollution as well as to
protect and restore natural resources in the Mediterranean
region through an integrated approach that addresses the
ecosystem as a whole. We must turn climate change into an
opportunity for peaceful, fair and sustainable co-development.
Only then can we hope to tackle the main issues linked with
the ongoing changes in a robust and resolute way.
COVID-19 is a stark reminder of the need for tangible cooperation across borders, sectors and generations. Hundreds of
positive initiatives already serve as inspiring examples of this
commitment in action.
Ranging from large-scale international projects to local collaborative initiatives, a consolidated network of cooperation has
gradually developed and directly impacted the lives of millions
of citizens in the Mediterranean region.
While the scale of the challenges ahead is enormous, I am
confident that our collective response has the power to determine not only how well we handle these pressing challenges,
but also how fast the region recovers.
Thanks to this resolve and the immense potential of the
region provided by its human capital and the promise of its
youth, we can act assured that our destiny remains in our
hands. Our story must therefore continue to be one of hope
as we build a future that leaves nothing to chance, one we
can pass proudly to the generations to come.
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Indonesia and Egypt Relations:
The Past, Current and Future
Projection Post COVID-19
Today’s world has been humbled by the novel
coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic, and in less
than a year, the virus has transformed the way
people live, work, and interact.
Governments around the world are being put to test
in mitigating the impact of the pandemic towards
people’s health and their socio-economic lives.
Our world is experiencing economic and per
capita output decline, surging unemployment
and poverty, as well as trade disruption. It is now
the deepest world’s recession since World War
II, according to the World Bank and the International Monetary Fund (IMF).
By Lutfi Rauf
Indonesian Ambassador to Egypt

However, we should always try to see the silver lining behind all this
havoc.While it is true that the virus has posed an unprecedented
challenge to humankind, it also has opened plenty of new opportunities, particularly when we speak about diplomacy.

Global Changes
In my humble observation, there are three new normalities that
have taken place within the realm of diplomacy throughout last
year and perhaps would stay a bit longer.
First, digitalisation. It is no secret that the world has been heading
towards this direction even before the pandemic.Yet, COVID-19
has accelerated the pace of such transformation.
Offline meetings are replaced by online ones. Leaders, ministers,
and officials are taking the virtue of information technology to
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meet their counterparts more frequently. And to put everything
into frame, last year was the first time that the UN convened its
Session of General Assembly without the actual presence of world
leaders in New York.
Second, proliferation, as in the increasing presence of non-governmental actors and non-traditional issues. Prior to the emergence
of COVID-19, health security was treated as a second-string issue
compared to others, such as economic, trade and investment.
Since then, though, the discussion on health issues has occupied
the attention of many forums as people try to find solutions to
a myriad of problems due to the virus. Such development is also
linear with the eminence of more actors in affecting policy making,
most notably people from health sectors.
Furthermore, the public also becoming more interested in health
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issues as they recognise how severe the impact of COVID-19 is on
their daily lives.With all these, the pandemic gives $an invaluable
lesson that global cooperation is a must.
Governments have to perform their duties to domestically come up
with programs in limiting the damage of the virus and simultaneously
collaborate with other countries through the global platform.
The third change is prioritisation.With many countries facing budget cutting, foreign policy makers must be creative in allocating
necessary resources in achieving their interests. Such optimisation
would be a new norm until countries are fully recovered from the
economic downturn.

Egypt-Indonesia cooperation in the post-COVID-19 era
Now that I have generally mentioned the setting of today’s world,
one important question remains: how Indonesia-Egypt bilateral
relations could thrive in such a situation?
To start with, Egypt has a special place in the heart of every Indonesian. In 1946, Egypt was the first Arab country that recognised
Indonesia’s independence a year prior. Both countries were at
the centre of the world stage during the convening of the 1955
Asian-African Conference in Bandung, which paved the way for
the birth of the Non-Aligned Movement in 1963.
Indonesia and Egypt have always been a loyal partner to each other.
Thus, we need to further explore the opportunities and respond
to our common challenges for the mutual benefit of our people.
Just to name a few, we are grateful that Egypt is currently hosting
more than 10,000 Indonesian students inAl-Azhar University,mostly majoring in Islamic studies.This makes Al-Azhar more than just a
mere educational institution: it is a beacon

of spreading the teaching and the values of Islam wasathiyah. This
value is indeed compatible with Indonesian diversity as the largest
Moslem population in the world.
On the economic front, Egypt serves as the trade hub for Indonesian products in the Middle East and Northern African region.
This is reflected in the trade volume of the two countries that
has reached $1.18bn for the period of January – December 2020
(including $1.05bn of Indonesia’s export). The top products of
Indonesian exports to Egypt, among others, are palm oil, coffee,
yarn, and tires.
In terms of investment, Indonesia is ranked 55th with the total
amount of $111.6m.That number is composed of 22 Indonesian
projects in the fields of industry, construction, services, communication and information technology.
Indonesia has also become a big destination of Egyptian investors. For the period from 2013 to 2019, Egypt has invested
around $5.23m in 67 projects. In 2020, while other countries
are hit with the pandemic, Egypt’s investment in Indonesia
spiked up 166%.
All those achievements reflect the close relations of the two countries, despite the fact that we are still struggling to overcome this
global pandemic. I believe there is more potential cooperation to
be explored in the future for the prosperity of our peoples.
On the bilateral level, we could deepen the economic cooperation, especially to bounce back from the slump due to
the pandemic. That Egypt’s economy still maintained positive
growth last year might serve as a model for other economies, including Indonesia. In addition, the micro, small, medium
enterprise (MSME) sector has enormous potential to
offer, especially given the opportunity prompted by the
digital economy.
However, this opportunity should go hand-in-hand with
the global cooperation in mitigating the impact of the
pandemic or what I call the “vaccine diplomacy”.
Through multilateral platforms, Indonesia continues
its effort in ensuring the equitable access, transparent
and inclusive allocation and distribution of COVID-19
vaccines through COVAC-AMC mechanism for all the
92 countries.
In this regard, Indonesia highly appreciates the continued support from Egypt, which is also a member state
of the group, towards Indonesia’s election as the co-chair of the
COVAC-AMC Engagement Group. This undertaking is very important in making sure that all countries, especially the developing
ones, have fair access to vaccines so that all countries can recover
stronger if we are committed to work together.
Let us recover together,recover stronger,through collective global
leadership.
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Aswan Forum and Africa’s pathway to sustainable
peace and development post-COVID-19

By Ahmed Abdel-Latif,
Director-General of the Cairo International Centre
for Conflict Resolution, Peacekeeping and Peacebuilding and Executive Director of the Aswan Forum Secretariat

The novel coronavirus (COVID-19) continues to have
devastating consequences for societies and economies
across the world.
The number of cases remains low in Africa compared
to other parts of the world, and early on African heads
of state showed strong leadership in mitigating the
health impact of COVID-19. However, the continent is
still grappling with considerable challenges, including
securing large scale access to vaccines and overcoming
the socio-economic crisis resulting from the pandemic.
In this context, Egypt is convening the second edition
of the Aswan Forum for Sustainable Peace and Development, which will be held virtually from 1-5 March
2021 under the motto “Shaping Africa’s New Normal:
Recovering Stronger, Rebuilding Better”.
The Forum, which was launched in 2019 during
Egypt’s chairing of the African Union (AU), is premised
on the imperative of strengthening the interlinkages
between sustaining peace and sustainable development.
Held under the auspices of President Abdel Fattah
Al-Sisi, it brings together African leaders as well as high
level officials from development partners, regional and
international organisations, civil society, industry, and
academia.
It works on forward-looking discussions on the
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threats, challenges, and opportunities as Africa charters
on its pathway for recovery post-COVID-19. It aims
to advance a positive and ambitious agenda through
decisive leadership and innovative solutions
COVID-19 impact on Africa
While Africa accounts for a relatively small share of
the global pandemic death toll, around 100,000 fatalities since the first case of COVID-19 was reported on
the continent a year ago, mitigating the health effects
of the pandemic is putting the underfunded and already
weak health sector in many African countries under
considerable stress.
On the economic side, it is estimated that most African countries witnessed a GDP contraction in 2020 for
the first time in 25 years. With more than three-quarters of the African population working in the informal
sector, some socio-economic groups, such as women
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and children, have been particularly hit much worse
than others.
Loss of employment by migrant workers has also
considerable effect on African economies as they hugely rely on remittances. The worldwide lockdown measures against COVID-19 will plunge 40 million people
from sub-Saharan Africa into poverty.
At the same time, the pandemic has magnified existing vulnerabilities in many African countries, and laid
bare pockets of fragility that predate the crisis.
Challenges to peace, security and development
still persist as the continent continues to witness an
upsurge in terrorism, transnational organised crime,
and violent conflict. Siloed and reactive responses by
a range of actors continue to result in fragmented interventions that do not adequately deal with the systemic
nature of risks.
The Aswan Forum can contribute to the strong recovery and rebuilding better to strengthen sustainable
peace and development in Africa.
The second edition of the Aswan Forum, building on the conclusions of the first edition, posits that the COVID-19 crisis further reinforces the need for African countries
to shift away from short-term crisis
management.
Instead, they should move towards long term sustainable
peace and development with
prevention and resilience at
its core, as an integral part
of strategies to “recover
stronger” and “rebuild better”.
Grounded in the AU
(AU) Agenda 2063, the Forum will continue to champion home grown solutions
and efforts to ensure that
national, regional and continental actors are better
equipped to deal with new risks and threats
which require holistic responses.
In this context, it will also focus on concrete
measures to push forward the implementation of

the humanitarian-development-peace nexus both on
the strategic and operational levels.
The second edition of the Forum will also address a
number of themes which were not present in the first
edition such as: climate change; trade, in light of the
recent launch of the Africa Continental Free Trade Area
(AfCFTA); Arts, Culture and Heritage, the AU theme
of the year for 2021; as well as infrastructure and finance which are essential levers for post-COVID-19
recovery.
The Forum will also continue to tackle peace and
security challenges such as preventing terrorism, conflict prevention, and post-conflict reconstruction and
development. This is an ever greater priority for Egypt
as it has been recently elected as the Chair of the UN
Peacebuilding Commission for 2021.
The country is also the champion of post-conflict reconstruction and development in the AU and the host
of the AU Centre working in this area. It is paving the
way for it to play an active role in ensuring greater
synergies and complementarity between the work
of the two organisations in this area.
The Aswan Forum is supported by a number of
strategic partners such as Japan, Sweden, and the African Development Bank, as well as knowledge partners
such as the United Nations Development Programme
(UNDP), and a range of other UN organisations and
think tanks.
The forum provides a unique setting to bring forward concrete proposals and initiatives that take forward cooperation between African countries and
that also strengthen partnerships between these
countries and a range of partners.
Such a high level platform for dialogue and exchange of experiences is most needed at a time
when the pandemic brings unprecedented
challenges. The recovery calls for new forms
of international solidarity and cooperation
to advance sustainable peace and development on the African continent and
beyond.
The Forum ultimately reflects
Egypt’s firm commitment to contribute towards addressing the challenges facing the African continent at this critical juncture.
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Thailand looks to a sustainable
future: A post-COVID-19 world
No other event looms more heavily over the past decade and a half than the emergence of the
novel coronavirus (COVID-19).
The pandemic still tests every country’s capacity to not only protect the health of its people, but
their economic well-being as well. Thailand was no exception, and how well the country combatted COVID-19 was determined by how well it had reinforced the various branches of its society in
the past. Its success or failure will determine its course for the future.

By Puttaporn Ewtoksan,
Ambassador of the Kingdom of Thailand to Egypt

Call to action
Since tourism is a large part of its economy, Thailand was one
of the first countries to feel the economic pressure of the pandemic. Precautions taken to stem the spread of the virus meant
that travel had to be limited to only those that were essential,
consequently putting tourism on hold.
Thailand’s world-renown hospitality and unparalleled service
could do little when there were not as many visitors to enjoy
it. Business and investment also dropped as regular exchange
between countries were limited.
Thailand’s priority at the offset of the pandemic was to protect
the health and safety of its people.The country has been fortunate to have established a strong healthcare system for decades
with its universal healthcare widely admired.As such, the health
sector was quick to move when called upon.
Both the public and private sector swiftly adopted COVID-19
safety measures, including social distancing and working from
home. Gatherings were limited and unessential meetings were
done online rather than in person.
In the event that a person was found to be infected, timely
quarantine and rigorous contact tracing was conducted. The
country’s strong healthcare system and exemplary cooperation
from its local communities in the form of village volunteers
allowed Thailand to control the pandemic, limiting its impact
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to small areas.
But most importantly, the Thai public has been the key to its
fight against COVID-19.They have adhered strictly to measures
recommended by health specialists and scientific guidelines, and
the government has been careful to keep the pandemic an apolitical issue.
To this day, out of a population of 70 million people, Thailand
has lost less than 100 of its citizens to COVID-19.
Thailand’s success in combating COVID-19 has earned it praise
from the World Health Organization (WHO), touting that
“Thailand is an excellent example that with a whole-of-government, whole-of-society, comprehensive approach, this virus
can be contained”.
At the same time,Thailand has been active on the world stage,
sharing its experiences with the international community and
pushing for essential mechanisms like the COVID-19 ASEAN
(Association of Southeast Asian Nations) Response Fund.
Thailand has also made financial contributions to multiple
COVID-19 relief funds such as the UN COVID-19 Response
and Recovery Multi-Partner Trust Fund (UN COVID-19 MPTF),
and the Access to COVID-19 Tools (ACT) Accelerator.
Furthermore, Thailand has offered to provide COVID-19 test
kits to countries that needed them. All of these are aimed at
providing much needed support and relief to other countries.
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Getting back on the road

Though the negative impacts of COVID-19 cannot be understated and its repercussions likely to reverberate many years
ahead, it gave Thailand valuable insight into gaps in its society.
Despite the country’s strong performance in the health sector,
it became evident that other sectors, like tourism and business
among others, could be further diversified through better coordination and greater use of technology.
The future will not only be about fixing these gaps but innovating new and more sufficient ways to maintain a strong society
especially in doing business.
Post-COVID Thailand will be focused on what it calls the 3-Re:
Restart, Reboot, and Reconnect.
Restart: organising projects and activities to jumpstart the
economy and encourage job creation
Reboot: working domestically and internationally to support
existing businesses while readjusting practices to align with a
New Normal of doing business in a Post-COVID world
Reconnect: reconnecting Thailand’s sub-regional, regional, and
global economic ties through e-commerce, international forums, and re-forging global supply chains supported by new
technology
To accomplish this, Thailand will be pushing to form a Bio-Circular-Green Economy (BCG Economy) which emphasises
reorganising economic resources and streamlining growth by
incorporating new technology.
Focus will primarily be on strengthening the agricultural, health,
energy, and tourism sectors to ultimately build a robust and
sustainable economy capable of absorbing shocks similar to
the COVID-19 pandemic.

Going together
Most essential to economic recovery is global cooperation.
COVID-19 has shown us just how difficult a world without
economic connectivity is, and it is imperative that once
COVID-19 ends, countries will need to re-establish ties.
Thailand will work to enhance free trade, as it believes that the
free flow of goods will not only provide necessary competitive
incentives but access to diverse resources to help strengthen
the economy. Health-related issues will continue to be at the
forefront of everyone’s mind, and Thailand stands ready to provide support in this area as well.
The pandemic knows no borders, and the impact of an outbreak
in a country with less medical resources could easily spread to
any corner of the world.
Global recovery and prevention against future pandemics will
require mass cooperation with every country to ensure that

they are empowered and armed with the resources needed to
keep their people healthy and safe.

Hand-in-hand
A post-COVID-19 world must learn from the shortcomings
of the past and strive to unify and overcome environmental,
societal, and economic obstacles.This will be achieved
through a multitude of strategies including but not limited to
incorporating new technology, creating sustainable solutions,
and continually forging new economic bonds.
Thailand seeks to ultimately recreate itself as one of the economic hubs in the Southeast Asian region to achieve this end
just as Egypt seeks to become the economic hub in its region.
In doing so,Thailand hopes to play a consequential role in creating a Post-COVID-19 world more unified, more resilient, and
more sustainable.
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Egypt’s past resilience
and future opportunities

By Todd Wilcox,
HSBC Bank Egypt Deputy
Chairperson and Chief Executive Officer

With a history stretching back thousands of years, a heritage
that places it at the heart of epoch-defining advances in engineering, infrastructure, art and culture, and a geography that
has placed it for centuries as a gateway of global trade, Egypt is
arguably a nation that knows how to handle change.
Investors certainly seem to think so. In a world ripe with opportunity and huge demand for investment on multiple fronts, from
global warming to a global health pandemic, advanced manufacturing to artificial intelligence, or from urban renewal to clean
energy, Egypt stands out as a magnet for international investors.
Egypt also sets a clear benchmark for emerging economies, having attracted record demand from the world’s biggest investors
for a slew of instruments and opportunities, in the wake of a
series of landmark economic reforms in 2016.
Investor magnet
Infrastructure projects, real estate, tourism, and logistics, are
all attracting foreign investment into Egypt and it is not hard
to see why.
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Egypt, after all, is a country led by a government with a clear
development agenda aimed at meeting the abundant consumption needs of the nation’s 100m people.
Its credentials as a strong emerging markets borrower are already in evidence this year, with Egypt securing $3.75bn from
bond investors at a lower yield than previous issues, with the
sale more than four times subscribed.
That follows issuance in 2020 that achieved the largest ever
order book for Egypt and by an African sovereign, of $21.5bn,
and the first sovereign green financing in the Middle East.
Marking its commitment to its sustainability agenda, with a focus
on promoting clean transportation, renewable energy and sustainable water management, the green bond debut dovetailed
with the country’s Sustainable Development Strategy: Egypt
Vision 2030, which envisions a greater role for the renewable
energy sector in Egypt’s energy mix.
The International Monetary Fund (IMF) and various credit rating agencies have already recognised the success of Egypt’s eco-
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nomic reform programme.The return to international markets,
despite the fluctuations and prevailing uncertainties, reflects
growing investor confidence in the ability, capabilities and performance of the Egyptian economy.
On the industrial investment front, the government also announced the monetisation for some of the public sector assets,
which is expected to attract foreign investment and further
support the government’s ambitions to enhance private sector
participation in the economy.

Corridors of opportunity
Egypt’s commitment to providing a platform for talent and promoting innovation are also key to its economic competitiveness.
New legislative and administrative reforms have made the
country a more attractive destination for entrepreneurs
and investors. Over the past few years, the government has
successfully implemented legislative reforms, such as a new
investment law, new banking law, an industrial licensing law, a
companies’ law and an insolvency law, that are all significant
in supporting private sector development.
The country’s potential to channel the promise of its smalland medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) into large-scale commercialisation, serving African and global markets is now an active
opportunity for the country. So is the role Egypt is playing as a
major partner for China and its Belt & Road Initiative.

Egypt can be a ‘pivot’ for China, acting as the major arterial
thoroughfare between Asia and Europe. Already we are seeing
interest in Egypt’s ports, railways, energy, power and automotive
sectors.
There is also the highly anticipated proposed New Administrative Capital (NAC) of Egypt, which is expected to rise out
of the desert just 45 km east of Cairo and towards the port
city of Suez.
Not only will it ease Cairo’s chronic congestion problems, but
the desert metropolis will hopefully provide a construction
boom and eventually become the symbol of a new, modern
Egypt.

HSBC’s strong support
HSBC Egypt is built on nearly 40 years of on the ground
experience, supporting customers in a reform-minded government sector and an ambitiously entrepreneurial private
sector.
The country is a dynamic part of HSBC’s global network and
the bank is proud to have played its part in attracting significant
foreign capital into Egypt for so many years.
I believe that Egypt remains responsive to on-going challenges
and is ready to build back better from the global pandemic,
through its resilient spirit, unwavering optimism, and with HSBC
firmly at its side.
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International organisations
and the desired role:

Post-pandemic Foresight
By Yousef Hasan Khalawi,
General Secretary of the Islamic Chamber of
Commerce, Industry & Agriculture

By the time this article is published, the world will have spent an entire
year under a crisis unprecedented in its size, as well as the various extensions of its effects.
If the world has become accustomed to crises throughout its history,
the real difference with this one is that it has afflicted various parts of the
world and all its countries without any exception.
To the contrary,perhaps the human losses and the economic negative
impacts on many rich and developed countries are rather the same, or
even greater,than those of the least developed countries throughout the
world, which represents an unprecedented situation.
That is because the wealth and progress of countries has often been
the reason for mitigating the effects of global crises on these countries,
just as the poverty of other countries and their delay in the standards
of progress has often exacerbated their pains arising from global crises.
However, this crisis, despite the bitterness of its pain and its continuation, has revealed to us many very important lessons, and all of these
lessons are in dire need for an in-depth studies to achieve the optimum
benefit from them.This benefit, if achieved, will actually represent a new
stage in human life on this unique planet.
It is a stage from which humans emerge with many positives that
were buried in our lives, under the rapid pace of life and the pursuit of
quantitative achievements,our ability to contemplate and think weakens,
and the time devoted to review and evaluation decreases.
As a result, this crisis represents an opportunity that may not be
repeated to review and evaluate our situation - as human beings - at
various levels and fronts.This will benefit us provided that these review
and evaluation processes are honest and transparent aiming to come out
with specific and practical results rather than loose recommendations.
One of the major achievements made during the 20th Century,which
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deserves to be preserved in every possible way,is to work on developing
it and further activating its role: the system of international institutions
that are spread all over the world and cover various fields and disciplines:
political, economic, social, artistic, sports and cultural, and the like.
These organisations include what represents the whole world, such
as the United Nations (UN) and its specialised institutions branching
from it, and some of them represent a specific region such as the European Union and its specialised institutions branching from it.Among the
most important examples for us - in the Arab world in particular, and
in the countries of the South in general - is the Organisation of Islamic
Cooperation (OIC) and the specialised institutions branching from it,
which represent - in total - the second largest organisation in the world
after the United Nations,considering the number of states affiliated to it,
and accordingly considering its vastly covered geographical area.
These international institutions - foremost among which are the
emerging institutions that meant to serve our region - are common
acquisitions for all of us.They are not owned by a specific country and
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should not work for the benefit of a particular country. Rather, they
should always be directed and led to achieve the goals for which they
were established, which are always the goals stipulated at the preamble
of the statute of each of these organisations.
I mention this because I know that many politicians, intellectuals, and
thinkers are frustrated with the performance of these institutions. Many
of those who review the performance of this or that institution may
agree on this,but I remind everyone of a question that we may not usually
pay attention to: How would states and societies perform if we assume
the absence of these institutions?
This assures us that the existence of these institutions - theoretically
at least - is better than their absence, so why not focus on supporting,
developing and activating their role as long as their stated goals are agreed
upon by all of their members?
The coronavirus pandemic is an important example of the role that
these organisations can play,especially to serve the least developed countries in the world.This is because the health systems of these countries,
their infrastructure,and their preparations for facing disasters and crises
are almost negligible, and many of them have been settled by epidemics
and diseases that have disappeared from most countries of the world.
If this was its condition before the coronavirus pandemic,how would
it be during a crisis in which various countries of the world entered into
a curfew imposed by each country on its own will? And where does it
have the capacity or the ability to conduct tests and examinations for
its people?
How will you be able to provide treatment to the infected?And hospitalisation of those who need to be admitted in intensive care units? How
will these countries be able to cope with the economic shock arising
from the decline in commercial and transport mobility,which are already
of poor economic performance? Who will plan for such countries for
the post-pandemic phase, many of which suffer from instability, poor
performance of government agencies, and the absence of civil society
institutions?
Only these international organisations can fill this huge void that
dozens of countries in the world suffer from.This is one of the most
important roles that these organisations can play, but it is certainly not
the only role for them.
These organisations can play another role - no less important than the
first role - which is to be a common platform for meeting, understanding, dialogue and planning on common issues and common challenges
among member states,in order to unify efforts,exchange visions and provide resources,and this is what represents action collectively,it will bring
about shared benefit to everyone without discrimination or prejudice.
I have no doubt whatsoever that the ability of regional and international organisations to manage joint projects is a distinct ability. What
member states will save in the cost of managing these projects and the
return from this management is one of the most important successes
that the member states will obtain in each organisation. This can be

compared to the result if each country planned single-handedly,managed
alone, and single-handedly provided resources.
In order not to elaborate at length on the major positive roles that
these organisations can play, and which have been revealed by the current pandemic, let me turn to another aspect of the matter before I am
accused of being unrealistic or a dreamer!
With my assertion on these multiple levels of the importance of
international organisations,I strongly believe in the need for these organisations to develop themselves in order to be able to realize the dreams
of their members and peoples. Rather, I confirm - from personal experience - that the challenges of managing any international organisation
far outweigh the management of similar national institutions for reasons
that are not hidden to anyone.
This means that the cause of the success or failure of an organisation
is often due to leadership reasons. If the leadership is concerned with
procedures, hierarchy, writing reports and following up meetings, the
result is known, and if the focus of the leadership is on building the organisation’s capabilities and activating projects that serve the members.
The result is also known,and then the complaints will diminish from the
members’ lack of support and the failure of many of them to abide by their
various obligations - especially financial ones - towards the organisation.
One of the most important duties of the member states in the various
organisations, to ensure the achievement of the successful leadership
of the organisation, is to take care of supporting the leaders of the organisation.This includes effective and continuous communication with
them, and the continuous evaluation of the leaders, and to ensure that
no room is left for the red tape or bureaucracy to dominate matters in
this organisation.
Prior to this, there should be sufficient time spent to choose the best
competencies to run for the leadership of the organisation and fill the
leadership positions in it.
Often times the members are interested in the nationalities of the
candidates weakening their interest in the competence of the candidates,
and the sure result is weak leadership, and thus poor achievement.
As a result, we reach the guaranteed result: loss of confidence in the
organisation, and the continued blame for the poor performance.There
is also the failure of the general assembly of the organisation to play its
most important role,which is to elect and appoint the best competencies
to lead the organisation.
Finally: Our young societies, countries full of natural resources, and
the opportunities are available in abundance to achieve a better future:
all this invites us to play a greater and more effective role to positively
influence the various organisations to which we belong,and enable them
to serve our societies and achieve their desired goals.
The (post-pandemic) phase requires from these organisations’ creative plans and a dynamic team capable of keeping pace with the transformation that is taking place in our societies that will never return to
what it was.
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COVID-19: A relapse on women’s rights
or potential for further opportunities?
Women and girls have been disproportionately
affected by the novel coronavirus (COVID-19)
pandemic.
The pandemic has fuelled many concerns towardswhetherareturnontheachievedprogress
on women’s and girls’ rights along the previous
15 years could happen. Thus, more attention
and resources should be directed, by governments and civil society organisations, towards a
profound and multidimensional assessment of
the gendered impacts of COVID-19.

By Engee Soliman,
strategic partnerships and advocacy manager at Plan International Egypt

This will inform an immediate response that includes a
strong gender dimension addressing the real needs of women and girls during the pandemic. It will also identify and
capitalise on emanated opportunities towards enhanced
gender equality on the long run.
The COVID-19 pandemic has wreaked desolation
around the whole world, affecting the population’s health,
social and economic status, and stretching government resources and options.
It has created a new narrative where different adaptation
strategies started to emerge affecting the current course
of life for humans in general and women in particular. This
has unfolded an argumentative situation on whether the
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pandemic will cause a setback and widen the gender gap
between women and men. On the other hand, it could
introduce potential for more balanced gender roles and
access to opportunities.
If you are following news on the impacts of COVID-19,
both at national and global level, you will find that women
and girls are most heavily affected by the pandemic.
Women comprise the majority of the population facing
the COVID-19 pandemic, taking care of children, and sick
family members including the elderly. They are over-represented working in health systems.
Globally, 70% of medical and support staff and 85% of
nurses in hospitals are women. In Egypt, 42.4% of doctors
and 91.1% of nursing staff who work for the government, in
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addition to 73.1% of nursing staff in hospitals and therapeuIn spite of the gender gap in access to technology and
tic facilities in the private sector, are women. Thus women
digital platforms, women’s demand for capacitation on digare at a higher risk of exposure to COVID-19 infection.
ital literacy and skills have increased with a strong appetite
Violence against women and girls has increased (25%
for online training.
global increase , 19% increase in Egypt ) due to social and
They also started exploring different work opportunities
economic stresses caused by the pandemic. In addition to
such as electronic devices maintenance.This will guarantee
this, increased rates of early/child marriage, female genital
the availability of different and untraditional work oppormutilation (FGM), and school drop-out among girls has octunities for women in the near future.
curred during the pandemic.
The COVID-19 pandemic has highlighted female leaderThe closure of day-care centres and the shift to online
ship as a success. Many of the countries with the strongest
education has increased the burden of unpaid care and doinitial response to the global crisis have been led by women.
mestic work on women, despite the fact that both women
An analysis of 194 countries revealed that infection and
and men are mostly working from home now.
fatality rates in the first three months of the pandemic
Women are strongly affected by
were generally lower in countries with
the economic slump that has hit
female leaders.
many countries. This is mainly beExamples of strong female leadWOMEN ARE STRONGLY
cause women are more likely to be
ers who have managed to guide their
AFFECTED BY ECONOMIC SLUMP
engaged in short-term, part-time, and
countries successfully through the
THAT HAS HIT MANY COUNTRIES.
informal employments, that are often
pandemic include: Prime Minister
THIS IS MAINLY BECAUSE
unregistered and that generally lack
Erna Solberg of Norway; Prime MinWOMEN ARE MORE LIKELY TO
basic social or legal protection and
ister Jacinda Ardern of New Zealand;
BE ENGAGED IN SHORT-TERM,
employment benefits.
Chancellor Angela Merkel of GermaPART-TIME, AND INFORMAL
All these negative impacts enforce
ny; President Tsai Ing-Wen of Taiwan;
EMPLOYMENTS, THAT ARE OFTEN
the fear of jeopardised excreted efPrime Minister Katrín Jakobsdóttir of
UNREGISTERED AND LACK BASIC
forts and loss of achieved gains on
Iceland; Prime Minister Sheikh Hasina
SOCIAL OR LEGAL PROTECTION
the rights of women and girls to date,
of Bangladesh; and Prime Minister Sanand draw a gloomy and dark picture
na Marin of Finland.
of their future.
This globally acknowledged success
Despite the fact that these negative
has increased the trust in female leadimpacts are a reality and have caused harm to a considerable
ers, which will increase the room for women political parnumber of women and girls around the world, we still need
ticipation and leadership in the coming future.
to be mindful of other impacts that have been introduced
Finally, reiterating my initial message, I find it crucial for
and highlighted because of the pandemic.
winning our war against the COVID-19 pandemic to have
I will refer here to three main areas, namely: 1) working
girls and women at the heart of the response endeavours,
from home reality and its effect on gender roles; 2) women’s
at all levels.This will occur by strengthening their leadership
increased demand on digital usage and technology; and 3)
and authentic participation in all relevant decision-making
acknowledged female leadership.
processes.
COVID-19 has introduced working from home as a new
By this, we guarantee that girls and women have a real
reality for both women and men. Results of a survey and
opportunity to influence and shape the designing and exstudy conducted in some foreign countries provided a clear
ecution of response plans, policies and strategies aiming
evidence on change in gender attitudes linked to working
to rebuild more equal, inclusive and resilient societies and
from home and employment status.
guarantee brighter future for women and girls.
The initial results showed that when extra unpaid work
Parallel to this we need to identify the emerging positive
was dropped onto households, men pitched in more but
gendered impacts of COVID-19and dedicate resources to
with tendency towards divisions of care work rather than
further explore and identify these sparks which if nurtured
divisions of housework.
well can lead, to a more balanced gender roles and consequent progress towards gender equality for women and
This change in gender attitudes is expected to be enforced as working from home becomes the norm.
girls along the next years.
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Inked thoughts on PR based on
15 + 3 years of experience
With 18 years of experience in communications and
public relations (PR), over three of which were spent
building up our passion and pride at Jupiter Commz,
I have had the opportunity to gather thoughts and reflections on the industry.
PR is a dynamic and fast-growing career which requires resilience and strong passion. Its aspects are
anything but steady.
The digital revolution has caused significant shifts in
the way we communicate, reach stakeholders, and
deliver messages. As of late, we have witnessed new
growth opportunities for communications and PR, expanding the profession’s remit in the process.
By Salah El Din Aloui,
Chairperson and Managing Director of Jupiter Commz
Unfortunately,not all have come to terms with this new reality,whether PR professionals or adopters.The lack of awareness in terms of the
depth and importance of the profession has met with little buy-in from
businesses who may relegate it to the background, a “nice -to have” as
opposed to a “must-have” service.
So, what does a PR profession actually entail? It is all about strategy,
messaging, and relationship building. It is the ability to develop and
implement strategies that build a voice of authority and build trust on
behalf of entities whether corporate or civil.
At Jupiter Commz, we believe that PR professionals and practitioners should focus on performance and results around strategic
priorities, in addition to maintaining the trust of stakeholders, if they
are to succeed.
To achieve this goal, we should have a strategic mind-set that is able to
define and align corporate mission, purpose, values, culture and brand
with business models, practices and policies across the board.
To say that PR has no solid Returns on Investment (ROI) is an outdated
belief.This is the difference between an ordinary PR professional and a
top-notch one,with the key being the ability to collect and analyse data.
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I am so proud that at Jupiter Commz we have a team who is energetic, innovative and keen to learn.They have the flexibility and thirst
to broaden their horizons and expand their mind-set making them
adaptable to different environments.
I believe that it is thanks to Allah first and this passionate team that
we were able to overcome the effects of the novel coronavirus
(COVID-19) pandemic,and succeed in achieving our goals for the year.
We are always keen to answer the question“How does PR contribute
to a business’ bottom line?”
How can we as PR professionals ensure that we are catalysts for
growth and play an integral part in business strategy? We do so by
adding another dimension to the brand, getting their message across
while confirming the brand’s credibility by putting a“face” to the name.
In short, at Jupiter Commz, we believe that a good PR strategy does
not end with a press release or an event, but to take the company to
the next level.And again,it is all about passion and the team.If you have
the passion and the right team, anything is possible.
In true Jupiterian fashion, it takes being solid, bold, and eminent. Do
that and you are there.
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Digital experiences will accelerate growth
in resurgent MENA telecom sector

By Alain Mayni,
Head of Tech, Media, Telecom, and Professional Services at Facebook MENA

The telecom industry is recognised as one of the most innovative,
and one that leads future change, playing a role in every sector
of the global economy, connecting businesses and consumers.
Today, communications lies at the heart of how we engage with one
another - as a remote operating environment becomes the near-term
normal,telecom services will drive continuity across borders for communities, small and large businesses.
The global dependence on telecom services is business critical.
In the past we have seen how a network outage or the snapping
of an undersea cable can throw life into disarray.
However,with the novel coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic and
operators managing a remote workforce, services remained on,
but were under pressure like never before.They faced declines
in sales due to closure of stores, network congestion due to a
surge in demand and shifts in consumer behaviour, and delayed
infrastructure deployment and device shipments.
At the onset, operators proved resilient and essential for continuity, despite the challenges faced during the lockdowns.
Telecom operators, especially here in the Middle East and
North Africa (MENA) region, were able to pivot and respond
with a range of solutions for a digital-first world.These helped
in connecting people to vital health information to raise public awareness, accelerated the major shift to digital channels,
commerce and payments, and ensured continuity by enabling
seamless remote working and education.
As operators explored opportunities for the long-term, they also
needed to evolve their commercial strategies in multiple ways:
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Fuelling growth in the consumer segment
Despite the challenges of COVID-19, successful businesses have
proven that customer-centricity is integral to success. From digitising
the customer journey through the use of bots to reduce cost and
increase customer satisfaction,to driving customer value management
by unlocking higher revenue per user and retention, the agile telecom
operators were able to drive a true shift in operations.
With the use of consumer engagement tools and solutions with precise targeting and predictive modelling, brands are able to use platforms like Facebook to drive customer value.
These solutions help operators digitise and enhance customer value
management and unlock several commercial use cases throughout
the customer journey such as targeting people who are likely to be
acquired with appealing offers.They also targeted recently acquired
customers with ads to drive app downloads or push self-care, whilst
also targeting churned customers with offers to win them back.
In the MENA region, Jawwy, the Saudi operator, leveraged automation and machine learning to disseminate their relevant
campaign idea through multiple video ads, and succeeded in
increasing online SIM sales by 4.2%.
Also in the Kingdom,Zain KSA raised awareness of its self-service app
which offered an improved and streamlined customer experience.A
total of 82% of customers were targeted across placements with app
ads that used mobile optimised videos driving 82% of app installs and
a 52% increase in app launches.
However,the customer journey only begins at the targeting stage,with
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customer experience earning importance within the business like never before, as customers expect a seamless omni-channel experience.
With traditional telcos, however, that remains a challenge as they rely
on offline and costly touchpoints to service customers with a lack of
optimal digital interfaces. On that front, Facebook’s messaging platforms, for example, are helping operators digitise their Customer Experience,replacing cost heavy channels such as stores and call centres
and increasing customer satisfaction.
Zain Jordan automated their customer care use cases through a Messenger bot, where users could also add or customise a data and voice
bundle, recharge their prepaid line and even subscribe to entertainment services thereby driving revenue growth.
UAE telecom operator, du, created a WhatsApp-powered virtual assistant, Blu, which was made available to customers in the Support
section of du’s website. Customers began to initiate a variety of conversations related to bill payments, roaming service activations, online
order tracking, mobile recharge, and account registration.
A total of 80% of customers chose to solve their queries viaWhatsApp,
and 50% of customer enquiries received over WhatsApp were resolved on the platform itself, reducing call centre volumes.
Telecom operators have also fuelled growth by pushing ancillary services to increase loyalty and battle commoditization.Operators in the
MENA region have diversified their services and partnerships beyond
the core voice and data offering, adding more value to customers.
This has taken place by their launching e-shops, youth propositions, and MVNOs, and investing in new propositions across
industries such as financial technology (fintech) and e-wallets,
and media and entertainment.
Digital platforms like Facebook played a key role driving the growth
and adoption of these services through marketing and analytics solutions. In Saudi Arabia, STC Pay encouraged Saudi youth to download
and use its app through a series of video ads that reached a broad
audience of youngsters with an interest in financial technology.
Not only did the campaign increase downloads and registrations,
but it also drove a significant lift in deep funnel metrics such as
completed Know-Your-Customer forms.

Empowering SMB ecosystem with innovative
solutions
However, beyond regular consumers, the pandemic impacted the
enterprise segment as well.With SMBs comprising 99% and 98% of
businesses in Saudi Arabia and the UAE, respectively, and increasingly
contributing to the national GDPs in our region,telecom firms needed
to provide solutions that were cost-effective to support the economic
recovery of these SMBs given how vital this segment is for telecom
firms’ revenue growth.
Responding to the challenges posed by the pandemic, operators
sought to become a one-stop-shop for SMBs, offering end-to-

end solutions that include core connectivity and cloud solutions,
digital marketing web development and hosting and even legal and
logistics services. Etisalat UAE’s Business Edge offering would be
a good example of that.
And with SMB owners and decision makers using the Facebook family
of applications, Facebook helped operators reach out to these SMB
owners and IT decision makers in a multitude of sectors even more
effectively.This took place through targeting features including profession, education, the employer, industry, and the size of the company
itself.
Further evolving their strategy with innovative solutions, telecom
firms leveraged Facebook’s products further to digitise and scale
many commercial use cases, including: marketing by raising awareness and consideration with engaging video ads, sales by generating qualified leads using lead ads or conversion ads, and customer
support or account management using the Facebook messaging
platforms.

Consistently measuring efforts
For agile businesses, operating in today’s ever-evolving environment,
real success and impact must always be measured. Businesses can
achieve new efficiencies through the data created when people interact with their content, uncovering actionable insights.
For telecom operators,data is created when people interact with their
channels (stores or call centres,the website or the app),and even when
they engage with their content and ads.
Utilising this data in an anonymised and aggregated manner, operators were able to obtain deep valuable insights about their customers and their advertising performance through various tools
and signals.These include tools such as Facebook Omnichannel
Analytics, Ads manager reporting, and Facebook Attribution.
In addition to those tools, businesses can measure incrementality in
brand metrics, conversions, omnichannel sales, subscribers, and devices with Facebook lift studies. Using these solutions and practices,
Samsung Gulf was able to measure a significant lift in omnichannel
device sales during the successful launch campaign of their device, the
Galaxy Note 9.They saw a 15% increase in Samsung upgrades and a
27% increase in acquisition from competitors.
While operators in the MENA region proved resilient during the peak
of the pandemic, their ability to rapidly build and deploy solutions
and campaigns ensured enhanced customer engagement. Closure of
stores did not limit customer engagement, but simply changed the
old way of operating.
As telecom operators look to re-accelerate commercial growth,
they will continue to enhance customer value management, and
digitise the customer experience. This will also mean a digitisation of marketing, sales, and servicing, while constantly studying
actionable insights to optimise engagement investments.
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The Future
of Audio Streaming
By Claudius Boller,
Managing Director of Middle East and Africa
More than 10 years ago, Spotify was founded to give consumers
something they could not easily access — music any time, for every
mood and situation.
With our commitment to providing everyone connected to the
internet with legal and easy access to music from all over the
world, we were able to break the tight grip that piracy had on
our industry and restore the growth of global music through paid
on-demand streaming.
Amid a transformative digital landscape, audio proves itself to be
a formidable force through its increasing consumption, innovation
and impact.Audio is the medium for 2021 and beyond.
With a growing internet penetration rate in Egypt and with Egyptians spending almost half of their waking time surfing the internet,
it is clear that consumers are constantly seeking personalized content that they can connect with.
This is the perfect space for audio, as a companion that seamlessly
connects us with ourselves and with others. If we look at music,
it is an integral part of people’s lives and a universal language that
we all share.
With that in mind, we are always looking for new ways to deepen
engagement and create value for our listeners.We have been powering music discovery and learned that personalisation was the key
to being the best audio platform for listeners.
AS a result, we want to make it easy for any and all listeners to
have a seamless user experience. This is why we are creating a
hyper-personalised discovery of music that keeps driving higher
and higher engagement.
We also want the user experience to be as frictionless as possible,
so we have made your favourite playlists more easily accessible on
the Home screen, which is always being updated based on your
listening activity.
Our focus on discovery also ensures that audiences are able to
access their favorite artists or genres from all over the world - for
example, the growth of K-Pop has been really fascinating to watch
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amongst our Arab listeners.
The performance of Arab artists outside of the MENA region has
been skyrocketing too, with rising Jordanian star Issam Alnajjar
topping Spotify Viral Charts around the world, and Moroccan rapper Inkonnu making it to number 7 on Spotify’s Global Top Debut
Album charts.
The future of audio also focuses on creating the best user experience while paying attention to listeners habits.We capture more
than half a trillion “events” on our service every day from listeners
interacting with audio on Spotify, and leverage that data to power
the recommendations that users know and love.
Back in 2016, we introduced our own Gaming Hub, packed with
music and OSTs for all gaming sessions.With the growth of e-gaming in Egypt and with a population of over 17 million gamers that
play live games streamed on the internet, we made it easy for them
to access a variety of playlists to soundtrack their gaming anthem.
Through innovation, strategic partnerships and app integrations,
our ambition is to take users on a journey to reevaluate audio and
get more out of their lives with content from creators, in the right
place at the right time.
So it might not come as a surprise that we are currently available
on more than 2,000 devices from more than 200 brands.We have
also seen that most of our users are coming in on their phones,
where in Egypt around 32 million people are using mobile map
services. It is really important for us to always think mobile-first.
We have already established innovation in this area with the launch
of Spotify Connect back in 2013 - allowing your phone to become
your universal remote for all of your listening experience.
The future of the music industry is a very exciting one, and one that
changes very fast. It is amazing to see how the industry has experienced a bounce-back from the piracy doldrums of ten years ago,
with revenues closing in on the all-time high of the 90s CD boom.
With more than 345 million users around the globe, Spotify is
one of the world’s most-used apps, and we want to be your go-to
platform for audio.For us,the future is audio and all our innovations
will be towards becoming the world’s leading audio platform for
listeners, creators and partners.
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A time to take risks:
Why now is the right moment
to explore innovations
By Alexander Moiseev,
Chief Business Officer at Kaspersky

This spring, there was a meme on LinkedIn with a poll
asking who leads digital transformation in your company.
Surprisingly, the choice was not a CEO or top manager, but the
novel coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic. This picture perfectly illustrates how, at the beginning of the pandemic, many
companies were forced to urgently implement new technologies or rebuild their business model to survive.
But today, when some countries are experiencing a second wave of the virus and implementing social distancing
restrictions again, new questions arise. Should companies
invest in long-term innovations in such an uncertain and
difficult period? Or wouldn’t it be better to focus on the
core business and save capital on costly investments until
more stable times return?
This summer we, with the help of independent research
company Savanta, spoke with heads of innovation in enterprises. Here are the three main points that they believe
have been a benefit to their work during the pandemic.

A moment to support your customers
The pandemic outbreak meant that everyone, both businesses and individuals, found themselves in completely
new circumstances that they could not predict or prepare
for. People changed their personal plans.
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Companies had to suspend or, at least, seriously revise
their development strategy, for example, to open new
offices or to promote their business at live events. And,
as one of innovation leaders noted, customers, both B2B
and B2C, are expecting brands to share their knowledge
and expertise to help them navigate through these tough
times. So, introducing new projects to solve your customers’ problems will help to increase trust in your company.
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Such expectations also create a fertile ground for exploring new business opportunities. First, customers are now
more open to sharing their needs and pain points. These
insights increase the chance that the future project will be
in demand. Of course, numerous customer requests may
increase the amount of work, but one of decision makers
we talked with believes that this is a ‘positive challenge’
for business.
Secondly, enterprises that work with corporate clients
noticed a certain mind shift. Previously, customers believed that their usual way of working was quite effective
and might be reluctant to try something new.
In the new environment, they are now more eager to test
innovations, such as those that promise to reduce costs or
make work more convenient. For your business, it is the
ability to quickly check if an idea meets customer needs
and fine tune it if required.

Quicker decisions
The heads of innovation departments we spoke to also
noted that the business processes within their companies
had been modified as well. It is no secret that, despite
significant human and financial resources, it can be more
difficult to innovate for enterprises than small startups.
There are many administrative processes and approval
procedures that prevent a business from falling apart, but
all of them take time. As a result, the company may be
late introducing a new solution on the market. The survey
findings confirm this: 40% agree that enterprises are less
innovative because it takes too long to make a decision.
Now though, enterprises cannot necessarily afford to operate in this manner. The pandemic forced their hand and
they had to do things differently and quickly.
For instance, one innovation leader told us about a project that was initially estimated to take two years, but it
was considered essential for the current climate and was
completed in two months. So, do not miss the opportunity
to speed things up and cut through the red tape.

Need for new ways of working amid
budget restrictions
According to a Gartner survey, 51% of CFOs are expecting
a 30% cut in revenue this year. This has the potential to
change what companies will invest in and spend money on.
We also asked innovation leaders how investment in their
department would change in harder times. The majority of
respondents (67%) say that their company’s innovation budget would be protected when facing financial difficulties.
They also believe that innovation has become even more
important due to the pandemic, as they mostly see it
not as another way to spend money, but as a solution to
financial difficulties. An unusual approach to operations
can help to save money.
For example, our department responsible for industrial
cybersecurity now cannot visit their customers to conduct a pilot project and identify all their requirements
and issues, such as vulnerabilities or incompliance cases.
So, the department developed a hardware device that can
be easily deployed by customers themselves. The tool collects all the telemetry required for an audit report. As it
turned out, creating and sending this tool to the customer
is even cheaper than a business trip for one employee.
Experts suggest that some industries may change forever
when the pandemic ends. For example, people may alter
their behaviour, and instead of going to crowded restaurants or visiting brick-and-mortar stores, they will prefer
takeaways and online shopping.
There are even lists of industry verticals that may collapse.
It means that affected organisations will not be able to wait
and operate as they did before. So, while a ‘safe’ strategy
looks like it will pay off in the short term, it may result in
more severe consequences later.
All in all, it is the right moment for a company to be
avant-garde, innovative and support its clients through
this innovation. Enterprises should not just consider how
to stay afloat, but what they need to do to prepare for
the future.
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How will Egypt remain functional after 15
years after achieving digital transformation?

By Sameh Shoukry,
Ericsson Egypt Country Manager
The ICT industry cannot survive without nonstop innovation,which
is one of our strategic focus areas globally and locally here in Egypt,
within our research and development (R&D) initiatives.
The next four or five years will see a number of technological
breakthroughs in Egypt. 5G technology will enable a variety of advances ranging from remote healthcare to driverless vehicles, and
Ericsson will continue to play its part in making this possible.
Commercial 5G deployments with leading service providers have
taken place in the region during 2019 and 2020.As part of this, 5G is
expected to reach 130 million subscriptions in the Middle East and
North Africa (MENA) region by 2026, representing 15% of total
mobile subscriptions.
These forecasts are included in the November 2020 edition of
the Ericsson Mobility Report, along with projections for data traffic
growth, and regional subscriptions.
As consumers and enterprises try out new digital behaviours, imposed by the novel coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic,an increased
importance has emerged for mobile and fixed networks as central
components of critical national infrastructure.
In a recent study conducted by Ericsson Consumer Lab, six in
10 smartphone users displayed a clear positive attitude towards
the role 5G could have played during the crisis.About half of them
strongly agree that 5G could have offered both better network capacity and higher speeds compared to 4G. They also believe that
society overall could have benefited hugely from 5G technology.
There was a similar level of agreement related to 5G’s role from
a medical perspective. 5G was made for innovation and, as the value
of digital infrastructure has been further evidenced during these
recent times, 5G investments can play a significant role in restarting
economies.
Ericsson established its presence in Egypt in 1897 when the country’s first telephone exchange system was established, connecting
Cairo to Alexandria for the first time. Ericsson introduced many
firsts in the Middle East and North East Africa area. This includes
some of the first GSM networks,the first third and fourth generation
networks (3G and 4G), and is currently on the road to 5G.
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We are present in all stages of mobile communication, and currently offer a wide range of Information and Communication Technology hardware,software,and services.Ericsson’s ideas,technology
and people have created monumental impact,and real turning points
that have transformed lives, industries and society as a whole.
Ericsson has played, and continues to play, an active role in creating and managing all generations of communication infrastructure
across Egypt.We continue to lead in future 5G networks.We also
work closely with Egyptian service providers to pave the way towards 5G technology.
By implementing 5G technology in the country, endless opportunities will become a reality.As 5G offers greater throughput and
lower latency, it will bring more use cases to the Internet of Things
(IoT), and enable massive connectivity.
At the same time, it will allow new applications for consumers
and enterprises such as smart vehicles and transport architecture,
remote healthcare and new levels of human-IoT interaction.
The aim is for 5G networks to be highly efficient, faster, support more users, more devices, more services, and new use cases
without a corresponding impact on cost or carbon footprint. 5G
will revolutionise five key industries, namely: TV and media; manufacturing; healthcare; telecommunications; and transportation and
infrastructure.
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